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In Our 92nd Year

Substijuie Reapportionment
Bill Passes Senate Friday

Murray, Ky., Saturday Aternoon, March 6, 1971

Sigma Department
To Hear Students

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 55

Murray High Slips
By Calloway County
In District Tourney

International Students
Murray State University are t:.
scheduled guests for the ineetn .
of the Sigma Department of t),
Murray Woman's Club to be he:d
By HERBERT SPARROW
reapportionment measure by a slight change in Fayette County's Monday, March 8, at 7:30 p.m. at
FRANKFORT,Ky.(UPI)-A bill vote of 30-7. Under this bill, only precincts being approved.
the club house
realigning Kentucky's senatorial two counties would be split to
Walters Charges 'Politics
districts to meet the U. S. form multi-county senatorial
Of the five Democrats and two
"Better World Relations
Supreme Court's "one-man, one districts.
Republicans who voted against Through Personal Contact" will
The bill now must be proved the measure, the strongest opvote" ruling now is one-third of
be the theme of the program.
the way toward becoming law. by the House of Representatives position was voiced by sen. Mack
The hostesses will be Mr
The first major stept toward and then sent to Gov. Louie B. Walters, D-Shelbyville, charged Tommy Alexander, Mrs. Han.
enactment came Friday when the Nunn for his signature before it politics had played a part in Furches, Mrs. William Smit
Senate passed a substitute becomes law.
changing his 20th District.
Mrs. A. B. Crass, Mrs. Thom
Walters
that Hopkins, and Mrs. Bobby TOOI1
charged
The house,. meanwhile,still is
working on its plan, but hopes to "disruption of the 20th District
have a bill ready for con- was politics, peanuts politics."
sideration when the state He also accused Lt. Gov. Wendell
representatives resume their Ford of having a hand in reapspecial session Monday noght. portionment, saying that the 20th
The Senate has adjourned until District was not "Ford countrs."
Sen. Walter Dee Huddleston, Dr. Frank N. Tinder, interim
8 p. m. Tuesday night.
minister of the First Christian
An interesting development D -Elizabethtown, Senate
Murray High and Benton ad- second period. By the end of the
Church, will have as his subject.
in the House-Senate relationship majority leader, spoke in defense
10:45
vanced
for
to the finals of the District half the Lakers were still in front
his
Act",
"Courage
To
any
disclaimed
bill
and
the
-came Friday after passage of the of
Doing a little remodeling and one
a.in. sermon on Sunday.
Tournament
by
defeating by one, 29-28.
Senate bill. Rep. Jon Rickert, 13- political maneuvering in its
of the craftsman on the jobs says
Calloway County and South The Tigers took over in the
Following the morning services
Elizabethtown, requested an drafting.
a church wide fellowship lunMarshall last night in the Murray thirdoeriod and didn't fall behind
ko another craftsman doin opinkin from State Atty.
Gen. '"['his was the best effort of
another job that it seems that the
State Fteldhouse.
cheon
will be served.
for the rest of the game. Their
John Breckinridge on the federal fair-minded men- Huddleston
other fellow's job always seems
Murray
High
The subject for the five p.m.
defeated longest lead during the third
constitutionality of the new bill. said. "This is as good a bill as
to be easier.
Calloway County by a score of 61- stanza was seven points,
evening service will be "Jesus
Rickert is chairman of the State could be passed."
59 Benton edged out South The Lakers fought to catch up
and The Traitor", according to.
bill.
against
the
voting
Others
This is probably true, especially Government Committee which
Dr Tinder.
Marshall 63-60.
in the last period, but couldn't
when -you are having -difficulty will. .receive _ the. bill- troms the. Were Mrs. Lillie Bishop R-ManA last second tip by Ricky pull ahead. The gap was never
Chester;
Carl
T.
Hadden,
DSenate.
trying to work out something.
Jones gave the Tigers their bid more than three in the final'
The bill that passed was a Etkton; Carroll Hubbard, Dfor the District Championship. period.
Calloway's
Jerry
We watched as Richard Knight statute drafted by the Senate Mayfield; Wilson Palmer, DCalloway tied it twice during Chapman drew his final personal
Cynthiana;
Pearl
Strong,Delections
and
constitutional
applied plaster to a. wall, ap-the last minute - and, with 32 with 4:19 still left to play. The foul
parently in an effortless manner, amendments committee and Darkfork- and Ray B. White, 11seconds to go, the score was 59 all came on an offensive charging
but we are sure that after a fellow introduced on the Senate floor Bowling Green.
with Murray High in possession call.
Wednesday.
does that all day, his arm will let
DAMES CLUB
of the ball. Johnny Williams tried
Paul Rushing took game-high
him know he has worked all day. The population variants of the
The Murray State University Fourteen persons were cited by
a driving layup, only to have it scoring honors as he netted 19
bill run from five per cent under Dames Club will meet in Room the Murray Police Department
blocked. In the scramble for the points. Pete Roney and Darrell
We have always had great to about llper cent above an 103 of the Academic Class yesterday and last night. One
rebound, Pete Roney of Calloway Crawford chipped in 14 each to
respect for the crills. You can equitable figure. The bill was Building on Tuesday, March 9, at person was cited at 8:55 pin.
committed his fifth personal pace the Lakers.
look at the tools a Mow has and amended only slightly, with the 730 p.m. For transportation call Friday for public drunkenness,
against Porter McCuiston. All five of Murray's men were
get the idea that this is the main effective date of Feb. 25 and a 767-4198.
disorderly conduct, and carrying
McCuiston failed to make his in double figures. Steve Hale led
thing in his craft, but that's only
a concealed deadly weapon.
chance good, but Ricky Jones the Bengals with 15, followed by
partially true. Most of perTwo juveniles were cited at
tipped in the winning basket.
David Alexander with 14. Porter
forming a job well is in a person's
10:17 p.m. Friday for public
Calloway had led for the entire McCuiston and Johnny Williams
head and the tools he uses are
drunkenness and violation of
first half. At three different times each added 11 markers and Ricky
just that, tools.
probation, At five p.m. Friday
they led by seven during the first Jones netted 10 to round out the
two persons were cited for public
An inventory of all natural Committee
period. At the end of the first Tiger offense.
A real craftsman, even if he had
drunkenness
disorderly
and
resources of soil and water hastvAgiu of the completed inquarter the score was Calloway
Murray High led in rebounds,
tooLs,ossAktAki piret4
c4tation
spew
Tor weartiesee.
17, Murray High le.'
Welt. Pete Rosary took reboot).
MVP'beetr
job with some
same
c
rge was iued
issued (
ziTita'‘
Murray nearly caught up in the ding honors with a total' of ten.
equipment beeause the know-how This inventory was prepared Soil Conservation Service,
over a period of two years by Agriculture Stabilization and p.m. Friday..
Darrell Crawford had five for the
is all in his head
This morning at 2-40 one
federal and•state agencies along Conservation Service, and ExLakers and Mike Kline and
person
was
cited for public
Dennis Sears each pulled down
We were never too good at with local groups.
tension Service in Calloway
four. Jerry Chapman took three
anything which involved using Every C0111..y is included in the ('ounty. Also, receiving copies drunkenness and window peeping
at Woods Hall Dormitory,
and Paul Rushing had ,two
the hands, with the exception of inventory showing the class of are the: Murray Chamber of
Pete Roney puts in two of his 14 points against Murray High last
The Theta Department of the rebounds.
banging on this old Royal. Even land, whether used for crops. ('ommerce, Murray Calloway Murray State 'University. Other
Murray
Jones
shot
of
is
block
Ricky
Attempting
the
night.
to
Murray Woman's Club will have For Murray High, Porter
then we make mistakes which we pastures, woodland, roads, towns County Library, the Agriculture citations were two for reckless
High. Murray High edged out the Lakers 61-59. Tonight the Tigers a dinner potluck meeting on McCuiston was high rebounder
just XXXXX out and go on our or other uses. The treatment Departments of Murray State driving and five for public
play the Benton Indians for the District Championship.
Monday, March 8, at 6:30 p.m. at with nine. Ricky Jones had eight.
needs of all the land is included in University and Calloway County drunkenness
way.
the club house. Husbands of th Steve Hale had six and David
the tables for each county. The High School.
Staff photo by David Hill members will be special guests.
If you think something like laying treatment needs for each use are Calloway County data shows
Alexander pulled down five.
Students of the Murray High Johnny Williams got four
brick, for instance, is easy, just based on holding the soil and that nearly half of the 13,533
School National Forensic League rebounds to make the Tigers' 32.
try it. You cat make one of the Water losses to an acceptable acres of Class I !and is being used
will present the program.
Twenty-three of 59 field goal
biggest messes you ever saw. minimum.
for row crops. Less than half of
Hostesses will be Mrs. C. W. attempts gave the Bengals 39 per
Just because a skilled brick layer The data was obtained from the cropland has adequate
"Christian Recreation- sill be
Jones, Mrs. Charles Hale, Miss cent from the floor. Murray hit 71
slaps down the mortar and lays random samples in each county conservation treatment. In the the subject of the sermon by Bro.
Martha Guier, Mrs. Robert per cent of their charity tosses.
the brick in even rows, it looks and the samples were selected by pasture fields only about one- Roy Beasley for the 10:40 a.m.
Hopkins, Mrs. Ben Humphries, on 15 of 21.
easy.
the statistical laboratory at Iowa fourth of treatment needed to service Sunday at the Seventh
than 45 percent of the industry's Mrs. Lloyd P. Jacks, and Mrs. A.
11) M. C. Garrott
State University. The sample hold and maintain the soils, has and Poplar Church of Christ.
The Lakers hit 45 per cent from
revenues and employ more than I.. Hough.
We !eyed some brick one time for units were located on county base been completed.
the field, qn_26 of 58 shots. From
The 'scripture reading from America's railroads ar iii 15 per cenCof its workers.
a flower bed and it took us half a maps. The samples representing The Calloway
deep trouble-financial trouble
the freethroW line, the Lakers hit
Soil and Water Mark 6:21-32 will be by Steve
cannot make
day to get that first round done. two percent for large counties
that is rapidly becoming deeper- "If an industry
half Of their 14 free shots for 50
Conservation District plans to. Steele.._Prayers_wilLbeled
current
its
freight
-districtW. - fileesori;
and increase samples for smaller have copies of the
per Fent.
H. Walston and Jim Wilson.
information
has
for
no
said,
"it
he
('xpenses."
That's the reason we have counties were surveyed to
and
louisville
agent
the
with
Indians, 63, Rebels, 60
The six p.m sermon topic will
Calloway County available for
resources to invest in future
respect for most any man until he determine the soil types
The contest between Benton
and general distribution in the future. be "Problems of Youth" s ith the Nashville Railroad, told the grotyth. to pay its debts or to
does something that tears down conditions. Each sample area
Thursday.
Club
Rotary
Murray
and South Marshall was marked
of The completed inventory for scripture from Genesis 42.3-72 to
money. That is the
that respect. We respect any man 160 acres was marked with
A veteran of 36 years wittrthe I. attract nevi
by long scoring spurts and long
36 Kentucky may be borrowed and be read by Randy Wright.
railway
crisis
inin
the
simple
who makes an honest living random points.
N
and headquartered at
Conservationists used at the USDA offices or the Willard Ails and Johnny
The
(Continued on Page Eight)
Methodist
First
United
dust r., today_
because we know it takes know- inspected the conditions at all of
Bohannon will lead the prayers. Clarksville. Tenn.. Gleeson, told
libraries.
•
have taken a toll Church will observe its tenth
years
the
how to do any job right and with these points and recorded the
industry-vvide
use
Josiah Darnall will lead the the Rotarians that
and have brought the industry as anniversary of the completion of
efficience
and treatment needs. The
song service and Earl Nanny will returns on investment for the a %thole to a new low. As the need its new sanctuary on Sunday,
1969.
percent
in
2.4
was
railroads
laboratory then expanded the Ladies Day Planned At
make the announcements
for railroads increase and grow, March .7. On March 5, 1961, the
In 1970, it was 1.76 pet-vent_
data to obtain the information for
are losing our ability to build congregation moved into the
-This-is the lo%‘ est since the we
the entire county.
sanctuary with Bishop Marvin The New Concord Parents Club
Calloway Country Club
PROGRESSIVE CI,1 - Ft
(Continued on Page Eight)
of the 1930s," hc
The data was examined and
Ueit•d Prom" Istermatioaid
Franklin as the guest preacher. will meet at the school on
The Progressive Homemakers depression era
adjusted for each county by local Bridge will be played at the club will meet Tuesday. March 9, said. "It is the loYest investment
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Tuesday. March 9, at seven p.m.
Kentucky: Cloudy, windy and representatives of USDA along Calloway County Country Club on at the home of Mrs Jean return of allU S. industry "
present church pastor, will speak with Howard Crittenden, prinmild with showers and few with Kentucky State Forestry Wednesday, March 10, at 9:30 Richarson, 1602 Parklane Drive, Although its prospects for the
on the subject, "What Are cipal of Calloway County High
thunderstorms spreading to east and Wildlife personnel. The state a.m. with Mrs. Phillip Mitchell at seven p.m. Dr. C. D. Wilder of future have never been more
Churches For?" at the 8:45 and School, as the speaker.
•
poipin by afternoon. Sbowers inventory was completed from and Mrs. Tom Emerson as the MSU biology department will promising, the railroad in10:50 a.m. services on Sunday. Members of the third grade will
has
dirninishing and turning cooler data supplied by the counties and hostesses.
give an address entitled "En- dustry's financial position
The Carol Choir will sing at the give the devotion and refreshprecarillus. he
service and Prof. Paul ments will be served by that
west portion this afternoon. examined and adjusted by the The ladies day luncheon will be vironment and the Quality of never been more
8:45
Air. _and Mrs. Goebel Thweatt
noted, adding
•
(loudy and turning colder tonight State. Conservation Needs served at noon.
Shahan
will direct the Chancel grade. A business session will be
,
One will
"Every knosn standard for of Benton Route
with scattered showers and a few
Choir in his original anthem held at the meeting and all
wedding
golden
their
celebrate
testing the health of an industry
thunderstorms mid and east
composed for the first service in parents are urged to attend.
points to a chronic and spreading ,inniversary with a reception at the new sanctuary ten years ago
portion early tonight and in east
Ow Oak Grove Cumberland
•
illness among the railroads.'
portion late tonight with few snow
at the, 10:50 service.
railroads, Presbyterian Ghurch on Sunday,
Sorry Folks
nation's
Four
of
the
flurries mid portion late tonight.
from two to five p.m. Beginning Sunday evening at
including the biggest of them all, March 7,
be
the
Dodson
will
p.m.
Dr
Sunday considerable cloudiness
seven
was married
We are sorry about the
the Penn Central, are now in The coupple
leader for a study of the Psalms
and ..cold with occasional light
inconvenience
pointed out. March 5, 1921, at Hardin with
to our
Gleeson
bankruptcy,
snow flurries east portion. Highs
as a part of the spiritual
officiating.
subscribers yesterday. but
Together, theso four railroads Rev. Johnie White
These
preparation
Lent.
during
today mostly the 60s. Lows
daughters,
three
press trouble caused the
operate more than -10 percent of They have
meetings will be held in the
tonight in the upper 30s. Highs
the Nirs. Marjorie Elkins. Mrs.
Ledger
in
and Times to be
mileage
the
rail
total
Sunday mostly in upper 30s and
and Mrs. Peggy church parlor for the succeeding
printed very late. When the
United Slates, account for more Deborah Stone,
by. 40s.
evenings
three
Sunday
in
March.
one
son,
Hardin;
Culver, all of
diffivulty could not he
Barney Thweatt of Mayfield; ten -Out of the Depths" is the official
NAMED CHAIRMAN
we turned once
located,
study unit beging sponsored by
EXTENDED FORECAST
Charles I,. Petry, native of grandchildren.
again to the Mayfield
Christian
Society
Women's
of
the
tended weather outlook for
Mrs.
relatives
are
friends
and
All
and
Murray, son of Mr
Messenger for aid.
Kentucky Monday through
Fred F.. Perry. has been named trotted to attend the reception. Service.
The paper was printed in
Junior
High
and
Senior
The
tWeilnt•sday
Kentucky State College chairman
Mayfield
and we express
High Youth Felllowship will meet
Chance of precipitation north
Preschool Mothers
For the Combs-Carroll campaign
our appreciation to them.
Sunday
545
for
supper
at
p.m.
major
portion Monday in the west
He is a political science
I.eo's • Cooperative
St
Carrier boys were on
programs
separate
Tuesday and spreading over
and a member of the In Preschool Mothers will meet with
hand
as usual, so any
)state by Wednesday_ Rising trend
Tuesday , March 9, at seven p.m. following.
ternational Relations Club.
tardiness in receiying the
temperatures
late
Tuesday
tif
at Gleason Hall. Dr. Jack Baker,
paper cannot he attributed
Euz,elian Class
tsimmiling Wednesday.. Highs in
in the physical
Frofessor
Legion Meeting
Iii them.
The Euzelian Sunday School
the :iits Monday and the 40s
American I A-gion Post No 73 lookitton department at Murray
The difficulty was finally
Baptist
and
the
Church
Wt•dnesdas
First
fuesday
Class
of
Lows
,
and the Legion Auxiliarya ill State University. will speak on
lu ated and repaired so our
Cell%
Perrin.
Soil
Consenation
Set.%
ice.
Is
presenting
to
Mrs.
Margaret Trevaiiian. librarian .4 the meet Monday. March 8. at ,even -Perceptual Motor lie -elopinteill will have a potluck supper
the
upper teens anti loe 2.0s Alonday
ri gular si hedule eill be
Slurray -Callosay Counts Library. the hook Kentucky Soil and Water Conseryation
In.
nsing to mid- and upper 2(
Members of the Pre-schooler".. Members' felloeship hall of the church or
pm.
Hall
at
Le6on
the
tittlioaed toda‘.
ientory
—1970. vi hile Alas Hurt. Chairman of the Board of Trustees for the I ihrars Awry
Wednesday
monday
8.
at
6:15
.
March
p
m
are urged to attend
arc urged to attend.
•
•

Seen&Heard
Around
- Murray

'Courage To Act'
Subject of Sermon

Tigers Meet Benton
For District Title Tonight

City Police Issue
Citations To 14 Persons In Murray

Soil And Water Conservation
Needs Inventory Is Published

Theta Department
Plans Dinner Meet

Subjects
Given For Sunday
Sermon

Financial Woes Plague
Railroads, Rotary Told

Tenth Anniversary
Observance Planned
At Methodist Church

Parents Club, New
Concord To Meet

The Weather

Mr.,'Mrs. Thweatt
To Observe 50th
Anniversary Sunday

,
•
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Wall Street
Chatter

Regular Use of Marijuana
May Change Personalities

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,
January 1. 1942.
103 N. 4th Street, Morn*. Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916

This Best of Hisalth" features information for editors and *rows
in Its fields of health, medicine and family money monaaement

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editce,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beat
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., ISOS
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New Tort, N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
transmission as Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere :16.00. Al! service subscriptions $8.00.
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of z Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper"
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Ten Years Ago Today
LICDOKa.

PAGF

THE BEST OF HEALTH

TIMES TILE

Miss Donna Grogan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan,
has been named as one of four top ranking 4-Hers by the State 4-H
Club Department at the University of Kentucky.
Bernard Harvey, administrator, Mrs. Lola James, office
manager,and Mrs. Madelle Talent, medical records librarian, all
of the Murray Hospital, will attend the Kentucky Hospital
Associational convention in Lexington opening March 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Barnett of Almo Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Helen, to Gene Paul King, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oury
King of Murray Route Four.
Miss Sook Hun of Seoul, lorea, student at Murray State
University, was the guest speaker at the meeting of the WSCS of
the Hazel Methodist Church.

20 Years__Ago _Today_
Hughie Walker, age 57, died March 3, at his home near Lynn
Grove. Another death reported was Anna Carol Crouse, infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Crouse, who died March 4 at the
Murray Hospital.
Gov. Lawrence Wetherby has asked the special session of the
Kentucky General Assembly to pass his four-point nine and a
quarter million dollars emergency spending program within two
weeks.
John Boggess of the U. S. Army, stationed at Owensboro, was
the weekend guest of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Boggess.
Mrs. Dan Fain-and Mrs. Joel Crawford were in charge of the
program at the meeting of the Lynn Grove PTA held at the school.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
MIDGES. & TIMM FILL

Deaths reported are Mrs. William Gregory of Mayfield, R. M.
Thol Phillips, age 68, James F. Wilson, age 71, Ruby Laffon,
former governor of Kentucky, and Mrs. Mary Sue Jones, age 90.
Draftees leaving yesterday from Calloway County were Wildy
Berry, Toy Williams, John Lynn Mayor, Bedford Bailey, Orville
Boyd, Oliver Braxton Cook, Robert Edward Coleman, Leon
Caldwell, and William Euel Ross.
The Murray State College Racers, coached by Caelisle C9hin,
won the KIAC basketball championship.
Boone Cleaners has installed special new equipment, according
to the owner, 0. B. Boone.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Kitty Foyle- with Ginger
Rogers, Dennis Morgan, and James Craig.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
There was given me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan
to buffet me, lest I should be exalted above measure.—II
Corinthians 12:7.
Our strongest pointlhay beour greatest temptation. Our need
makes room for Christ to come into our lives.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
_
In Arizona, women's liberation groups are
determined to let well enough alone and not cry out
about discrimination against females. The reason
is that in Arizona no woman has ever been found
guilty of shooting her husband.
"A fox should not be Of the jury at a
goose's trail."
—Thomas Fuller in "Gnomologia"

There is new evidence that
the regular use of marijuana
changes personalities for the
worse.
According to the Health Insurance Institute, the evidence
was reported by a Harvard professor on the basis of four years
of observation following an earlier study of the drug.
Dr, Dana L. Farnsworth, Hen.
ry K. Oliver Professor of Hygiene, and Director, University
Health Services, Harvard University, presented these conclusions citing the study:
"Users' personalities showed
changes in the direction of
apathy, loss of effectiveness and
a diminished capacity to carry
out complex long-term plans, endure frustration, concentrate for
long periods, follow routines or
successfully master new material."
He said the study showed that
regular marijuana users "tend to
become totally involved with the
present at the expense of future
goals.
He "said they demonstrate a
strong tendency towards "regressive, child-like magical thinking land) report greater subjective creativity but less objective
productiiity.."

NEW YORK ( UPI)—Investors should "sell their holdings
in short-dated corporate and
tax-exempt bonds and reinvest
their funds in stocks," accordInvestors
Moody's
to
ing
Service. The heavy schedule of
new debt financing, the firm
says, should hold bond prices to
moderate growth for the year.
Moody's urges stock investment
because the market is "buoyant in anticipation of a
cyclical recovery of the economy" and the market's expectation has been supported by the
recent gain in the index of
leading economic indicators,
durable goods orders and auto
sales.

FATAL STAMPEDE
SETMDOR, Brazil )1.1Plzb
three persons were killed and
more than 800 injured Thursday
when thousands of soccer fans
surged onto the field at newly
dedicated Fonte Nova Stadium
during halftime of a soccer
game attended by 130,000.
Police said the stampede was
apparently the result of an
explosion in the stadium's
lighting system.

Ci0000145,
Open 7 pm Nitely plus ...
1 pm Sat & Sun+
.Adm. 1 1.50 & 75' x,
Tonite thru Tues,W
e•

Wuffiering
.611 Heights

Even though the anticipated
correction did not materialize
in February, Edward A. Viner
Must he get off that grass or
HAWAIIAN HERO HONORED—Returning home on a
di. Co., Inc., believes it will still
face a change In personality?
special 14-day leave, Spec. 5/C. Dennis Fujii, 21-yeartake place, "but it will be
old ex-basketball player, smiles at his fiancee, Carole
cushioned by the large sums of
111Ir
portion of the marijuana users
Nagata, during a hero's welcome at Honolulu airport.
money still remaining on the
THEATRE
users
countryare
chronic
In
this
He was awarded the Silver Star and Purple Heart for
and are considered psychologi- sidelines.- The firm says
shrapnel wounds for risking his life for five days directEnds Tonite
although some issues are at
cally dependent on the drug.
ing the defense of a beseiged Ranger copy_kn Laos.
However, he added:
price levels based on "project- LE V Y- GARDNER • LAVEN slum
"But the number is large ed earnings two years from
enough to be of serious public now", it does not believe the
health concern.
market as a whole will sell on
"There is a strong tendency
cirobserved from clinical experi- that basis. "Under these
COM ilwiwi•
wowssews
rate, thai persons cumtances, we continue to
ence.
at
any
Subtle Changes
who enjoy the use of marijuana suggest that investors reduce
The follow-up observation by are quite likely to move on to commitments
moderately,"
By DEAN C. MILLER
large room, emit enough light experienced clinicians, he said, the use of more concentrated.. Viner advises.
showed
personality forms if lend when these become
UPI Business Editor
SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
to change a tire at night, can clearly
changes in many of the users available, and some evidence exNEW YORK (UP1.1
YOU SHOULD SEE
be seen for one mile on "that seem to grow pOtly
Without an aggressive wage1)ittYll_ii.part
that
marijuana
ists
- - moonless night_ and lasts up to
"SOUTH PACIFIC:
,
--- — In the initiation Intouse btMbee price policy there will be "a
long
-pertods
ot
— NEW" YORK (UPD—A firefly
three hours. It is unaffected by
Included in the changes Were: dangerous drugs."
dramatic restimulation of infla"turns on" to attract a member
.
, lessened a 111 tie also rioted that although tionary pressures," Paine, Webrain or wind, safe around fire -climinNthed ("Hy
of the opposite firefly sex, and
and gas and has a shelf life of b ition, decreased motivation, the dangers of —Marijuana are ber, Jackson & Curtis Inc.
anybody who has caught one in a
apathy, shortened attention span, primarily psychological, physical
two years.
Warns. If that is the case, the
distractibility, poor judgment,
bottle can vouch that it doesn't
The key chemical is a impaired communication skills. dangers are also present.
market could start _to react
He cited a study which showed
need a battery or electrical
sophisticated cousin of aspiring, "And, loss of effectiveness, in- that driving under the influence "quite differently," the firm
circuit to light up.
a derivative of salicylic acid. troversion, magical thinking, de of marijuana was dangerous be- believes.. "Unsophisticated inAbout 10 years ago .scigntists This chemical serves as the realization and depersonaliza- cause it caused "perceptual dis- vestors could be forced to
decided
Cyanamid
at .Anierican
chemiauminescent or light, tion, diminiahed 4pacity to car- tortion, speed distortion, slower relive an epoch beyond the
anything a firefly could do they producing compound. It is
out complex plans or prepare reaction time, less alertness, dismemory of the inexperienced—
could do. It took 60 men years activated to produce cold light realistically for the future, a pe- orientation, poor judgment and who, nevertheless, repeat its
culiar fragmentation in the flow less care." He added:
of research, but they did it.
by a dilute solution of hydrogen of thought, habit deterioration, "The dangers to the lungs and rhythms," the company says.
The New Jersey Company' peroxide, plus a catalyst, both and progressive joss
of insight.- hearts of tobacco smokers are
announced March 7 it had put housed in the vial.
In view of these and other find- well known, as are the deleteThe backtracking of bond
together the "first practical man- "And that's as much as we're ings. Dr. Farnsworth pointed out: rious effects of urban air pollu• yields over the near term "may
ROSSANO 1110.11/1 MITZI RAYNOR
10111 URA FRANCE NPR
made chemical light system" in willing to talk about the "No matter what apologies are tion.
continue to cast a cloud over
the form of a light wand which discovery right now," said Dr. made by many physicians and
"Effective rnarijuana smoking
A MAGNA Producton
the equity market," Argus
harnesses the same cold light an Roy Miron, head of Cyanamid's others about their lack of spe- requires that the very hot smoke Resear,ph Corp. believes. But
itic details as to the exact harm be retained in the lungs for as
amorous firefly emits.
New Ventures department.
further Improvement in busiwhich marijuana may cause, the long as possible.
emits.
i.4.t remains that those who are
"At present there is no evi- ness statistics and continued
won't
While
Cyanamid
vesponaipie tor the health ollk per- glen,ce 1,0 ipidieate that„insch in- monetary expansion "should
project sales figures, a spokesnun. 4ftfilinusis marliastass tate be"
algr P011%1110; Aell/ result add to the case for ionger-term
coining fndreand nibrifebitcOrned id et ifilitiatuil of the
man said it could be "a
'
, ltrugs or
optimism," Argus says.,
about their clinical findings."
some other disorder, but the posbundle."
lir. Farnsworth pointed out sibility must always be kept in
Packaged as a clear plastic
that only a relatively small pro- mind."
cylinder weighing less than one
A new powder comes in
ounce and small enough to fit
six
sheer shades to blush, conBUS-TRAIN CRASH
into pocket or pocketbook, the
A
new,
compact, re'VINCENT
ALGOMA, Miss. (UPI)—A frigerated wall-mounted water tour and highlight complexwand contains two liquids
ions.
The
manufacturer
says
engineer
freight
train,
its
PRICE
purifier cools water for home
separated by a glass vial; When
frantically applying the brakes, use. The manufacturer ex- most blushers are hard to conthe cylinder is bent slightly
"Cry of the
plowed into the rear of a school plained that the unit requires trol, look powdery, and deposwith finger pressure, the vial
it too much color on the skin.
carrying
45
children
bus
less
space
than
a
bottled-water
inside breaks and the liquids
Banshee"
Thursday at a rural railroad cooler, is less costly to oper- TIth new blusher offers soft,
mix. Result: an instant greensheer
complexion
shades
that
ate, is more attractive and is
crossing.
yellow light with so many
wazor..— and —
None of the children was hurt not dependent on water de- are easy to control for just
industrial, safety and personal
the
right
amount
of
color.
seriously, but several were livery schedules. ,,:..7S.Creani 8 Scream
uses that Coolite Corporation,
(1.ove (:osmetics,
1500
(Westinghouse Electric
hospitalized with cuts and
New York, was formed to
%d Aaaln"
Westinghouse Building, Spring Garden St.,Philadelphia, :bruises.
handle individual consumers.
(;ateway Center, Pittsburgh.). Pa.).
Marketing starts this fall in the
BLAST ANALYSIS
northeast section of the United
LINDEN, N.J. ( UPI )—No
States.
evidence of sabotage was
It's big; in the millions," said
uneaithed by the Humble Oil
Harvey Blomberg, Coolite vice
Olt' in his investigation of the
president. "We still haven't
massive multimillion dollar
firmed up the price of a wand,
explosion at its main refinery
but it- sheaf run i&a-ut SF or
here Dec. 5.
$1.50."
The company said Thursday
Cyanamid will handle bulk
sales in the industrial and
the cause probably was an
overheated reactor wall. The
safety areas through Glendale
reactor wall had "a localized
Optical Co., Inc., Woodbury,
Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, March 8, March 9, March
10
overheating
N.Y., a wholly owned subsidianot resulting
from
ry.
anything thatbappened
ea
outside the
One six
inch, 3, inch
reactor" the
diamater wand will light a
company said.
local officials had suspected
sabotage, because an anonyThe Almanac
mous male telephoned police
By United Press International
headquarters 90 minutes before
Today is Saturday, March 6
the explosion with a threat that
the 65th day of 1971 with 300 ts
Ladies' or Girls'
the Humble refinery would
follow.
ONLY
"burr
burn,
burn."
The moon is between its first OLDEST SCOUTMASTER —
Sidney Loman, 91, the oldquarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus est active scoutmaster in
the U.S., is prouct as he
Mars, Jupiter and Mercury.
CINECOM
displays-birthday gifts, inTHEATRES
The evening star is Saturn.
eacn
DAILY
cluding a letter from PresFILM GUIDE
On this day.,in history:
ident
Nixon,
in
San
Diego,
In
1836
Mexican forces
week long
galL61141 glagAlg
captured the Alamo at San Calif. Around his neck is
the
Silver
Beaver
Award,
Antonio, Tex., killing the last of
Cont. from 2:00
_ scouting's highest honor.
187 Americans who had hele
Double
Feature [k]
out for 13 days.
ONLY
In 1857 the U. S. Supreme March 3 1971
Court handed down its land- ADULTS 99
Laundered to Perfectio
MM.
mark Dred Scott decision. It NURSERY 8
MARIE
LILJEDAHL
ruled that Scott, a Negro slave,
NEWBORN ADMISS101
could not sue for his freedom in
Baby, Girl Green Mrs. Pamela
each
Also
from
Sweden
a federal court.
G reen),
Rt.
2,
Hazel
Zip
Lining,
Slack
Suits,
Suede
and Fur Trim, Formal,
In 1964 King Paul of Greece
FANNY HILL
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra.
died at the age of 62 and was
)13,k\JAN Mat:A \
succeeded by his son, Prince
Constantinem Three years later,
DISMISSALS
Cont. from 2:15
Constantine was sent into exile
Miss Linda McCuiston, Rt. 5,
by a military regime.
Murray, Mrs.Martha Scott, 401
In 1968 long time Congress- Ash, Murray, Jackie Vaughn, Rt
WoOd
man Joseph Martin, former 8 Green Acres Trailer Ct..
on hangers ssith any
speaker of the House, died at Murray
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
dry
cleaning order.
83.
Mrs. Fraticis Elkins, Rt. 8 Box
/tea
--108, Benton, Mrs. Dorthy Collie,
Folded
A thought for the day: RT. . Murray Gene Smith, Rt
Elizabeth Barrett Browning 5, Murray, Master Phillip Gryn,
said; •'11 thou must love me, let 1117 Circarama DAL, Murray LATE SHOW EACH
' Open Daily from / a.m.-6 p.m.
it be for nought e'Sicept for Joe Spann, 1204 F.. Dogwood Dr., FRI. & SAT. 11:30 X'
ea,
love's sake
Murra.,.

Chemical Light System
Developed By Company

prase,,

MCKENZIE
_ BREAK"

Dryclqaning

SPECIALS!

PLAIN
SKIRTS!

49(p_

SPORT
COATS!

49

Shirt
Special 'j

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

5FOR92°

DRIVE-UP

CUBAN PISHING CAPTAINS ARRAIGNED—Mindcuffed.
,f fool. Cuban fishing vcssels arlested in
H.( .

U.S
Miami fot.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
JAMES SHE1.TON is reported to have caught 30 nice croppie
one day this week. James is employed by the Max Churchill
funeral home. Sir : you are supposed to return your phone calls
How are we suppose to report your successes if you keep them
secret

Fins
'n
Feathers

SATURDAY—MARCH 6, 1971

National Wildlife Week
Proclaimed In Kentucky

•

-441154pgekii
i,
i,
Ii

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Wildlife natural resources and most types
Week will be observed nationally of wholesome outdoor recreation.
March 21-27 and Kentucky's The Kentucky campaign is
participation has been greatly being conducted by League
by LBO SaUT61
1.0
spurred through action by Gov. chairmen in the nine wildlife
Hunters should willingly fall back to give fishermen
the
lauie B. Nunn. The state's chief districts of the state in
spotlight. The past hunting season was very productive,
with
executive recently Issued a cooperaticn with the personnel of
good reports on all game. Final evaluation of game taken
has
proclamation urging all Ken- the Department of Fish and
not been completed, consequently we have no official facts
and
tuckians to actively take part in Wildlife stationed in those areas,
figures; however, we have met more hunters than at
any
this venture which is designed to and also in the schools
through
previous season.
call attention to the squeeze on the conservation
education
Our best information is gleaned from hunters and it is from
wildlife and the deterioration of program.
these sportsmen we base the opinion that game of all type
was
environmental conditions.
Aims of the League, the
plentiful and in many species abundant. In contrast to all the
The theme of this year's Federation and Wildlife Week are
ecology and diminishing game talk,,it is a pleasure to note,
that
Wildlife Week asks the question outlined as:
Visited several local fishing sites the past two weeks, in an
1
in our location, at least, the supply was adequate.
w.P
Squirrels
-Wildlife—Who Needs It?" After
attempt at determining current conditions. The lake level has
'4
.0
114 ,
• ).
+ Clean lakes, streams and
seem to have diminished more drastically than the
•••
...eother
he signed the proclamation bays achieved by the prevention
t
been raised. Due to the rains, waters are muddy. Deep fishing is
species.
Governor Nunn answered that and abatement of water
good, though bank and shallow fishing—nil. Water too cold, too
Before some one comes un-glued and starts a barrage of ink
question comprehensively. "We pollution.
muddy and much wind.
flying our way over that remark), suffice it to say we have
all do."
+- Clean air in both urban and
practiced and preached the need for protecting our wildlife and
He continued, "And the sooner rural areas, achieved by
keeping America beautgul, long before it became fashionable to
Kentuckians realize that this is prevention and abatement of air
The boss completed my fishing gear with a pocket knife, a
talk and talk ecology.
the answer, the better will pollution.
tackle box of my very own,( which I haven't the vaguest notion
become our lives." He explained + Control of pests by means
what to do with) and.a new cane pole. Couldn't wait to try them
Lets go fishing! These friends did—and with fair results to.
there is no greater need today less harmful to the total enout. Was out only thirty minutes and landed a monster! A three
For instance:
than to recognize wildlife as the vironment than many of the
inch pike about the size of a well used pencil. The pike got a free
GARY WATSON, 804 North 18th Street, Murray and BILLY
early warning system to the -chemicals
meal
and
his
freedom
and
I
had
fun.
presently
No
in
telling
how
many
carp
McCUISTON, Route Five, Murray, displayed a stringer well
condition of our environment.
I'll catch—when the Ffrican Crawlers arrive.
widespread use.
filled with croppie. The catch totaled 60 with twenty of them
As a further boost to Ken- + Preservation of areas of high.
weighing in at two pounds each. They were fishing from Cypress
tucky's observation of Wildlife quality wilderness, natural
Resort, last Saturday morning.
By JACK WOLISTON
-Everybody wants to get
Week the governor will appear on areas, 'outstanding rivers and
FRANK WRIGHT,enjoyed a brief fishing trip last Thursday.
When in doubt as to procedure method or whom to contact—
NEW YORK (UPI) -; From into the act! The New York
the Kentucky Afield television scenic trails.
Brought home three nice croppies. Mr. Wright and his bride,
we merely mention the need via "Fins 'n' Feathers" and help is
Yacht Club reports that seven
program on the weekend of + Establishment of suitable the ditty bag: „
MARY, own and operate a grocery store and fisherman's
challenges representing boar
forth coming.
-The
1971
of
outboard
line
March 20 and 21. The program is areas as wildlife refuges, parks,
countries have been received
headquarters on Highway 121. Their store bears the title, THE
PROBLEM! How to get a two mile stretch of road repaired.
carried by six Kentucky stations. lakeshores, recreational areas motors exhibited by the major for the America's Cup for
WRIGHT PLACE,and so it is. A very nice couple, a shade, over
producers
at
the
61st
National
For lack of a correct name(if it has one we are referring to the
Present in the governor's office and scenic rivers.
1973. There are three chattel'.
16 in years though young in heart and mind.
road leading to Steele Hollow. Many people use this gravel road
when the proclamation was + Scientific and professional Boat Show in New .York in- gers from France, two from
14 new engines.
as an access to the lake, but if it is not repaired soon it will be
approved were Edgar Paul and management of fish and wildlife cluded
Australia, and one each from
impassable.
Ed Thompson, Louisville; snit other creatures, forests and Johnson and g,vinrude dis- Canada and England
plarecknezw.:±25-isormispnaverA simple blading-would help immensely. If a little gravel,
Praitklirr- andi sdIrnsodices.
available, it could save a very badly needed road.
Lester Mullins, Williamstown, •'Protection of endangered models, their top-of-the-line. Cup Committee now must conKiekhaefer Mercury and
I feel sure some of the sportsmen and neighbors would join us
officials in the League of Kensider; the challenges and desigChrysler retained their top 135
in helping whereever possible.
nate a challenge of record. No
tucky .Sportsmen, and Minor + Preservation of wlidlife
horsepower models from last
A good camping site, especially. good launching place and
Clark, commissioner of th. habitat, marshes, wetlands and 'ear. All 1971 models
boast a announcement of its selection
picnicking area will be wasted unless some minor road repairs
Department of Fish and Wildlife other natural aeeas.
of refinements aimed at is expected for several months.
are made immediately. This family will join any One interested
Resources:-V Prevention and conteOl
givinfb,Oits more power and
in the repair and up keel5 ofthis essential two miles of road.
This is the 33rd observance of forest and field fires.
longer life.
-Among the 1971 line of
ATTENTION, RALPH McCUISTION: Please advise to
National Wildlife Week, which + Humane treatment of wild
-A new sculling boat with
houseboats are a number that
proper procedure and authority to contact. Thank you.
was designed by ,conservationists animals.
carbon fiber reinforcement in
in tpe early Thirties to calF at- + Preservation of natural its fiberglass construction was are fully trailerable and are designed to serve both as housetention to the endangered wildlife beauty, especially along public displayed at the National Boat
boats and camp trailers. One
Discovered another fox hunter. HOLMES COLEMAN has
supply. It has continued unin- highways and waterways.
Show by a British manufact- craft
cornea with its own trailer
three hounds and is an avid hunter. Mr. Coleman; a picture of
urer. The 28-foot craft is said designed
terrmated since that time kind has
to fit between its twin
the hounds and maybe yourself would do nicely thank you.
to be stronger and l'Ess expen, huHs. There is a variety of
,had as national chairmen such REPORT FROM ROME
hull
rieaders as the late Walt Disney ROME (UPI)—Snow fell 0 sive than conventional "fine" shapes in the 1971 houseboat
wooden
sculling
boats
and
yet
Rome Wednesday night for
and Arthur Godfrey.
line, including deep-V, modAccording to a comrnedian, "From here on down, it's uphill
First place trophy from the Twin Lakes Coon Hunters Club, night
The event is supported by the First time in two years. I to have the same handling and ified-V, cathedral, and variaresponse characteristics. Com- tions of the
all the way."
hunt went to Danny Nanny and Julian Harrell
e truth than humor, me thinks.
National Wildlife Federation, the melted rapidly.
tunnel andponputer designed for strength and toon designs. Some
On that
•-ss note we shall slowly fade into the sunset,
parent organization of the
of these
performance, it is basically in- craft are powered
New room dividers have drauntil next
Safety first, ole friend.
League of Kentucky Sportsmen.
to hit speeds
tended
for
and
training
recreawers
that
open
from either
of over 30 knots.
While the welfare of wildlife is
tional purposes, although it is
-Two members of the St.
its major interest,.the Federatio 2.ide• SO that the‘ can he 11.411
said
to
be
suitalk.int Pane- Numbing Oa-)
'feseht functional
4
Yacht Club
titinnocing.
are Intbrig the 10 sailors wile,
*cern for the conservation
all
will
compete
March
18-20 in
Field Trial Area
majectis national bird are enthe 7th annual Long Beach
Open Until April 12
couraed to join a guided walk that
Congressional Cup Match Race
Field trial clubs are invited to is scheduled in Land Between the
Sailing Series. They are Charles
schedule their spring events in Lakes Saturday, March 6. at 9:30
Morgan, president of Morgan
the 1,000-acre field trial area in a.m. Participants will hike into
Yachts and unsuccessful camLand Between the lakes The 7- the deep bays and coves.of Lake
paigner last summer for the
mile long area located between Barkley and Kentucky Lake to
right to defend the America's
Panther Bas and Bear Creek willj observe tn. - Id eagles that visit
Cup, and Dr. John Jennings,
remain open through April 12. land Between the lakes during
winner of both the Millory
Cup and Prince of Wales Bowl
Field trial clubs interested in the winter and spring seasons.
in North American Yacht Racscheduling events should contact The kick-off point for the tour will
ing Union competition.
the Wildlife Management Sec- be Center Station, the major
-An amazing feature of the
tion Land Between the Lakes, interpretive building in the
recent San Francisco Sports &
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231. Conservation Education Center.
Boat Show was the four flights
Hiking boots and field glasses or
a'day through the Cow Place
spotting
scopes
are
recomTurkey Season in April
exposition area of a manned
The turkey hunting season in mended.
billion with a gondola that also
Ned Edwards and John Niemi are second place winners in the
land Between the Lakes is jqst
serves as a boat. The gondolanight hunt with 125 plus points
boat, almost circular and six
around the corner, and those
Jig Fishing
feet in diameter, is powered by
sportsmen interested in trying
Season Is Here
TWIN LAKES COON HUNTERS CLUB The club will hold
a 35 horsepower outboard
for one of America's top game
With the water level and
motor when in the water; in
their monthly trade day. Saturday. March 6th. Night hunt will
trophies can pick up their free temperature coming up in both
the Air, the motor throttles
be sponsored on Saturday night, March 20th. A business meeting
permit by presenting their Kentucky lake and Lake Barkley
MARCH 21-27
down to a slow speed to furis set for Monday night, March 8th. After the meeting we will
Kentucky hunting. license at the fishermen are unlimbering their
nish forward propulsion.
know if the hunt is to be a buddy or single. Results of the latest
information .office in Golden favorite jig poles. The main lakes
night hunt are as follows
Pond.The two 3-day hunts will
and major embaymenL, are
First place trophy went to DANNY NANNY and JULIAN
held April 15-17 and April 22-24. dingy to muddy, and conditions
HARRELI„ with 350 plus points.
Plaque is a soft film-like- *
The top trophy last year was a 24- are near ideal for jigging nit
substance which forms on the
Second place winners were NED EDWARDS and JOIHN
pound torn taken by Gene Usher crawlers or plastiu worms WILDLIFE WEEK-Gov. Loutc B. Nunn has prkcIalintzt1 March 21-27 National
teeth. It is considered a maNIEM1, with 125 plus points
Benton, Kentucky.
around the stumps, fallen trees, Wildlife Week in Kentucky, to he-observed as a dine for everyone -to take .stoCk of jor
r6ntributing factor to the Third place trophy to BOBBY BOYI) and DANNY BOYI) with
and other cover along the their world with the question 'Seen any wildlife lately?: Displaying the wildlife
development
of tooth decay
75 plus points
Public Invited
_
shoreline. Water temperature in
poster -wit the gover nor .I1 C Edgar P.iul. Louisville. president of the League of and periodontal disease, acBobby and Danny left before the picture taking which explains
to Eagle Walk
both lakes at 3 feet is 44 to 47 'Kentucky . l'itirtunen, anthEd Thompson. Louisville. chairman of National Wildcording to dental authoritie.
the no picture- of them
Hikers interested in seeing our degrees.
life Week in Kentucky. .
GENE KIRK, is on our side, with fishing enthusiasm. The
opportunity hasn't afforded itself this season. In addition to a
full time job with Max Churchill, he has an "up 'n' coming"
band. Formerly known as the Calloway County Boys, they've
gone big time with additional members and a new name—The
Country Gentlemen. According to Gene, the boys can now play
"John Henry"—as it was meant to be. Sure I dig, Stardust,
classical music, hard rock and soul—at least some of each type,
but I absorb ballads and lyrics that say something. Boys you
should work on "The last Letter" as that is our next request.
Thank you sir, for returning the call. Send info on your fishing
successes.
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ro' MINOR REPAIRS

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

3cn
* Phone 753-5*62 *

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE
Sib and Hula Streets
Murray; Kentucky

3ctio

Is any

rder.

YERBLE TAYLOR

•

C. IIINCRUL IR.

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

UI

0CHRYSLER
MOMS COMPORA1100i

11411111A3:1

III
MARTIN
STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

OIL PRODUCTS

TAYLOR
MOTORS
POPLAR

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753 4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

LiCalfill

RESORT

LIBERTY
Super Market

NACHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
- GUNS and AMMUNITION -

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

TB ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MONK 7U-1372

EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

Hazel Highway

Murray, KentuclrY

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord, Ky
Phone 436-5496

CHEMICAL
CO , INC
'PROMPT EFFICIENT SERVICE IS Ottft
MAJOR BUSINESS

HUTSON

Any Tints

753-1933

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
crEN

* Cherokee

Call

Sib•

"WEST KENTUCKY'S

* Alps.

* Monark

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

Aursionsno

CYPRESS SPRINGS

STANDARD

fro 7enIth TVs
Chestnut Street

v.' SportIne

000dS

Murray. Ky

Phone 753-2571

rfilizer
Tear Prescription Carefully & Accurately Fined

Located W. Railroatt,Avenue
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Sunday, March 7
Women of the Moose wll1att
the Mid-Winter conference at
Madisonville. Transportation
available and all members are
urged to attend. Contact any
officer for a ride

Tuesday, March 9
Dames Club will meet in
MSU
Rev. James Wilkinson of
103 of Academic Class
Fulton will preach and celebrate Room
7:30 p.m. For tranHoly Community at 10:30 a.m. at Building at
St. John's Episcopal Church, sportation call 767-4198.
Main and Broach.
The Murray Neighborhood Girl
Scout Council will meet at the
Christian Church at 9:30
Girl Scout Sunday will be ob- First
Members note change in
served. All Girl Scouts and
Brownies are encouraged to meeting place.
attend the ehurch of their choice
Girl Scout Craft Show.will be at
and to wear their uniforms.
First Christian Church frdfn
three to five p.m. and seven to
Monday, March 8
Admission five and ten
The Murray Unit of the nine p.m.
National Hairdressers will meet cents.
at 6:45 p.m. for a business
Morning Circles of the First
meeting at Ezell Beauty School.
A Redkin Lapinal color clinic will United Methodist Church will
meet at 9:30 as follows: Alice
be held at 7:30 p.m.
Waters with Mrs. Haron West,
The Almo School PTA will meet 1301 Olive Boulevard; Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Richard Tuck,
at the school at two p.m.
218 Woodlawn; and Maryleona
Almo PTA men's and women's Fliost with Mrs. Jim Garrison,
bagketball teams will be hosts to Oakdale Drive.

MMIrs. iiNanney mm .m2Itc.

the Kirksey PTA teams at 6:30
The Westside Homemakers
p.m. at Almo. Admission will be
Club will meet with Mrs. Delon*
25 and 50 cents.
Lee at 12:30 p.m.

Mrs. Thelma Nanney puts the finishing touches on a special
wedding cake in her home a few weeks ago. Mrs. Nanney bakes
and decorates cakes for all occasions and has taught cake decorating in adult education courses.

Group III of the First Christian
Tuesday, March 9
Church CWF will meet with Miss
New
Providence
Rozella Henry, 1716 B Wells The
Blvd., at 7:30 p.m. with the Homemakers Club will meet with
.
.
program by Mrs. Harlan Hodges. Mrs: Terry Housden at one p.m

School of Cosmetology in Murray, Kentucky.

Rose-Smothers
Mrs. Mabel Rose of Benton, Ftoute 3, announces the
engagment and approaching
marriage of her daughter,Daletta Rose to Dale Smothers,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill SmoUsers, of Benton Route 2.

Tbe walls( is being planed
for April.

The Suburban Homemakers Murray Star Chapter No, 433
Club will meet with Mrs. Harry Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
Russell at seven p.m.
p.m.
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet with -Gamma Gamma Chapter _of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30
s. Dan Billington at one p.m.

Fresh eggs
Cloudy egg whites signify a strictly fresh egg,
They become cloudier at
cold temperatures', but this
effect disappears as the
eggs warm up. A greenish
or straw colored tinge to
the egg white also is normal, as are those ropy
white pieces also sometimes found in egg whites.

Mr. Smothers is a 1970 graduate of South Marshall High
School and is employed at
Boyd Motor Csompany in Ben,ton.
Miss Rose is a senior at
South Marshall High School
and is also attending Ezell's

'
The-SfettielteltifaysTfiereif
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
he First United Methodist
Church will meet at the church at
will
meet
at
the
urch WSCS
9:30 a.m. with Mrs,Floy Caldwell
cial hall at seven p.m.
as leader.
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
Baptist Women of Hazel
the South Pleasant Grove United
Church will meet at church annex
Methodist Church is scheduled to
at 1:30 p.m.
meet at seven p.m.
The Theta Department of the
Istiarray Woman's Club will have
a potluck dinner meeting at the
,club house at 6.30 p.m. Hostesses
will be Mesdames C. W. Jones,
iCharles Hale, Robert Hopkins,
1Ben Humphries, Lloyd P. Jacks,
A. L. Hough, and Miss Martha
Guier.

CELEBRATE
at

sovue

i

of Murray
Hwy. 641 So

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Serv•:',3 ic.ch Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
$2.50 Including Dunk, Dessert & Tax
/
1
2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Please the entire family_ Bririg them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, •tc.
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - • - - '1.65
(Including Drink and Tax)

The Olga Hampton Baptist
The Pottertown Homemakers
Women of Sinking Spring Church
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
will meet at seven p.m. with Rev.
at ten a.m.
Brownloe Hastings as the
speaker
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. James
Baptist Women of Hazel
M. Lassiter, Wells Boulevard, at
Church will meet at the church
2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Hele
annex at 1:30 p.m.
...Lassiter as hostess.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Baptist Women of /Hazel
Church will meet at the church at
1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Albert Crider Church will meet at the church
annex at 11 a.m. for program by
Rev. Brownloe Hastings. Potluck
lunch and program in afternoon.

YOUR
CHAD'S
$3,95

PROFESSIONAL
—

S

E

PORTRAIT

in livin COLOR

Free Offer: 7 Y
Photographer will be Here

LIMIT
One Coupon per Child
One Coupon Per Family
oaCo. •5111
,
o5Al
,•.• • ...ID.

O.
•6I

Baptist Women of First Church
will meet at nine a.m. at church
with Rev. Brownloe Hastings as
speaker.

Wednesday, March 10
The
South ...Murray
Monday, March 8
Homemakers Club wi9 meet" at
The Sigma' Department of the 10:30 a.m, at the home of Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club will meet Harold Eversineyer. A potluck
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. luncheon will be served.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Tommy Alexander, Harry
Harsis
Grove
The
Furches, William Smith, A. B.
Homemakers Club will meet at
Crass, Thomas Hopkins, and
the home of Mrs. Gerald
Bobby Toom.
Richardson at one p.m.

L7

DESK

Olga Hampton Baptist Women
offIrSinking Spring Church will
meet at the church at 1:30 p.m.

Monday & Tuesday
March 8th & 9th
11 a.m. til 5 p.m.

Holland Drug
Downtown Murray

1
or 113-4110

oott4pri, Vot&

Me-the leader.

ewt.-46Vit

--MS-lit-1st Women of First Church
will meet at the church at nine
ail), with Mrs. Calvin Morris as
the leader.

Class attending the program as a
part of their unit on "Good
Grooming" were Patty Thompson, Anita Todd, Diane Whited,
Kathy Wyre,Cathy Crutcher, and
Sharon Dowdy. Mrs. Martha
The Murray Unit of the Crawford is the coordinator of the
National Hairdressers program.
observed
the
Association
National Beauty Salon Week
salad
hot ham
Have
recently with a special breakfast
held at the Southside Restaurant. sandwiches handy for your
family at lunch or dinner
Following the breakfast, the
For six sandwiches, comParadise
members went to the
bine two cups finely diced
Friendly Home at Bell City where
one-half cup
with
ham
they carried supplies for the girls
shredded Cheddar cheese,
gave
haircuts.
and also
one-fourth cup pickle relAnother event by the Unit was
mayonnaise to
ish and
meeting with the group from the
moisten. Spread approxiOrientation to the World of Work
mately one-third cup of
Vocational class at Murray High
mixture on hamburger or
School. This was held at Leta's
hot dog buns. Wrap each
sandwich in foil and bake
Beauty
Salon
with
the
in a hot oven 400 degrees
beauticians being Edna Miller,
F.) for 10 to 12 minutes.
Sharon Kelso, Freda Steely, and
Garnish with Carrot curls
Leta Norsworthy.
and celery sticks to serve.
Members of the Murray High

Special Events Of
Hairdressers Held
For National Week

Is telephone call
a proper 'thank you'.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: There is a bachelor in our town who is in
the millionaire class. He is attractive and receives many
dinner invitations. This man never writes a social note. If he
wants to accept or decline an invitation, or thank someooe
for something, he picks up the telephone. He travels a lot and
usually calls long distance, which flatters the recipient.
I am sure he telephones instead of writes because he
hasn't had much formal education and he probably can't
spell or write a decent letter, but he is extremely articulate
verbally.
Would you say that a telephone call to convey thanks is
adequate and proper? I always thought that the personally
written note was the only socially acceptable way
CURIOUS
DEAR CURIOUS: I would say that a message of thanks.
whether it's written, telephoned or sent by carrier pigeon is
adequate and proper if it's prompt and sincere.

;

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone
11 753-5787

DEAR ABBY: If you have ever answered this question
in your column, I must have missed it. I have been married
three times. I lost Number One and Number Two in death.
Number Three and I are very happy. She is beautiful,
smart, kind and considerate and she never nags me. She is
hiving _and responsive, but there is one problem. If I
accidentally call Number Three by the name of either one at
my previous spouses, she goes all to pieces and it takes her
some time before she gets back to her old sweet self again.
Why are some women like that? Please tell me how to handle
the problem.
CHARLIE
DEAR CHARLIE: Some women are like that because
they suspect that while you are with them you are thinking of
someone else. [Are you? You can handle it easily. Quit
addressing your wife by her name. Call her "Darling."
DEAR ABBY: An angry wife went to a clever lawyer
and told him she wanted to divorce her husband. She said, "I
want to hurt him as much as I possibly can I want to really
make him suffer!"
After telling the lawyer about their married lives
together, the lawyer said, "You may not make your husband
suffer at all by divorcing him. In fact, he may be glad to get
rid of you But if you really want to hurt him, make him feel
the need of you. Go home and tidy the place up. Cook him the
kind of meal he likes best. Then fix yourself up as pretty as
possible. Concentrate only on pleasing him. Let him know
how much you appreciate him. Do that for thirty days and
then come back and see me." The wife agreed m/take his
advice and then she departed.
Thirty days later she returned to the)iwyer's office,
beaming and happy. "Forget the divorce,' she said, "I've
fallen in love with my husband all over again."
Any wife who is having trouble
her marriage should
try the above experiment. It
BEEN THERE
DEAR BEEN: It should
DEAR ABBY: Where
"dirty old man" and a
DEAR E.W.: A'
old man.
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FRUIT TREES
01.95
AZALEAS
EA$1.00

Now Is The Time To

Plan For Spring!
Call Us... 753-5787.... For Your
Free Landscape Sketch
Each visitor to the Nursery through Sunday,
March 6, will receive a —

for husbands, too?
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No matter how carefully a
mother plans and prepares
meals for her young child,
it does his growing body no
good unless he eats everything on his plate. He
should also enjoy his meal.
Maybe he occasionally prefers raw carrots to cooked
carrots, or hamburgers to
meat loaf.

WIG SALE
2 DAYS ONLY!
Thousands To Try On At Your Leisure
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC — WASH Cr WEAR
STRETCH WIGS

PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
BRUSH AND GO
Unbelievable at

Milo Baughman, head of the,
department of environmental
design at Utah's Brigham Young
University, will present a color
slide program and discuss the
Influence of various types of
design on our surroundings and
family living. Appointed to his
present academic position in
1969. Baughman is a
nationally-known designer of
contemporary furniture and
interiors.
Alio featured on the program
will be UK administrators and a
complete roster of state
Extension subject-matter
specialists in the home
economies disciplines. A box
lencheon is scheduled for 11:30,
Friday, March 26, in the
Coliseum.
Extension homemakers
should pre-register for the
meeting and luncheon with their
county Extension agent for
home economics, according to
Mrs. Earl Friedly, Georgetown,
KEHA president. Others who
would like to attend are also
welcome, she says, and should
pre-register in like manner.
KEHA has a present
membership of 27,298
Kentucky women, an increase
from last year Of over 1,700

Fabulous Selections
MINA
vs. (1,5•5 Glanyeer
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TmawN. Tressaet mien A
_
All The Newest Wow VN,Styles At Warehouse
Price*
WHY PAY MORE??
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*London Look
•Dotch Boys
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'Chino Doll

Values Fm 55000 to $7500

much more at the big wig boutiques, boovth salons,
ser. Tuke ocemestage of these IOW, low warehouse prices, now.
OPENThsairs.-Sun., 4th-7th
W/9,Pay Moro?
?
OYES 50,000 SOW IN BOSTON, DETROIT. bilLWAIUKIN, CHICAGO
These some wigs sell for much,
etc. Corns in and

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:
IN MAY FIELD

IN MURRAY

HOLIDAY INN SHOWROOM I HOLIDAY INN SHOWROOM
Parheai P. 11 S 45 BY ft Pass At Us US VI
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* ONLY 2 DAYS LEFT! *
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An al Homeniakers Meet
Slated March 23-26 At UK
'Members of Extension
homemaker clubs in cities and
rural communities throughout
Kentucky are making plans to
*tend their nnoctition's annual
meeting on the UK campus in
Lexington, March. 23-26. Last
year's Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Association
conference drew over 1,700
women from 110 Kentucky
counties.
"Bridges of Understanding" is
Ilse theme for this year's event,
jointly sponsored by the KEHA
sad the UK College of
Agricluture Cooperative
Betension Service. Two guest
speakers, a political scientist
.....korn Washington, D.C. and a
furniture designer turned
environmentalist, will tailor their
tanks to this theme
Dr Jean Spencer, currently
SS a ssists n t to the Vice
President, while on leave of
elbeence from her University of
Maryland post as assistant
professor of govf•rn:nent and
politics, will speak on findging
—ski Understanding (San " She is
expected to talk about thc
--Bar re mai n g I y significant -oles
worrier. can and should play in
community, national and world
affairs
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,
She rate es
ilijis
and cleans
house although a
-_2:,--.4--"
man comes in once a week.
erinarian bills.
Much of the wardrobe she
Rose Marie is proudest
wears on television is from her
tieorgiana's accomplislimettt• own
closets which bulge with
Ad on equeoll'Onne•_•
dri
amand .utts-thatroacirthe
Med
virtually
The house it
knee and art; as tailored as shewith ribbona,-!-IPplUal
: =war Oates „won by Georglina- can,Fm4
,witose_ Nlikie has no tune for
in shows and competition.
hobbies, gardening. tennis or
has fi;,e horses of her own and lI
She
im
i
Se
ie does try to swim in
suljurbah
trains . them at a
her free-form pool as often as
stable.
Busy weekends
Casa and crew members of
Weekends 'are a continua- both her television shows are
t:on of activitx for Rose Nlarie
frequent dinner gursts at her

Zany doings curtain Rose Marie's rie

,I.S.41101

that she still has not adjusted
to his death.
"We were a little too close,"
YWOOD (UPI) - she says.
114
"When I lost Bobby
/ears,
WiltiOWH
Six
%Vie*
iitAM:
lost
half
my ovrn Itfe;1!:
Fernando
shares a- roomy San
To
compensate
for the long,
valley home with her daughter, lonely hours at home Rose
Georgiana, 23, and works Mark
'The Doris
steadily in two television Day co-stars indoubles
up as
Show" and
thows.
a
semi-regular
on
"The
Hollymore
Iler busy schedule is
wood Squares."
than economic.
Her Work occupies Rose
Rose Marie's relationship
with her late husband, musi- Marie five days a week, often
cian Bobby Guy, was so close keeping her at the studio until
II N V ER NON SCOTT

gram as a
m "Good
y Thomple Whited,
tcher, and
. Martha
ator of the

7 p.in, or later. But she usually
returns home in time to fix
dinner for GeOrgiana whom she
caopy
tialher MI-datighter sar
kitchen duties. Rom Marie is
expert at Italian dishes, thanks
to her- fate father who Wis of
Italian descent.
Sharing the early Americansfyle house is a mutt suitably
named Scruffy. The pooch was
bought at the ['timid for $3.95
and Rose Nlarie claims he has
cost her another $400 in vet-
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SATURDAY-MARCH 6, 1971
Spring dressing
is ii
the sleeveless coat for .1
Calvin Kelin. It is worn
toned midway . or all the Is,ty
to the hem, laced through the
bodice, or thing in the %Ind
Klein made these coats Up clew

Rose Mark doesn't care for
informality when she enterfatrta.--Mual often she invites a
dindozen 'vests
ner which is a nine-course alfair formally served.
**1" ifer invite IIIITIF-IIUMtweitti7- she set's, "because
and ticking. Klein,offered the
thaearis lualwris 1tam rerier
more traditional coats, too,
the table.'
Inc in denim was hooded dIld
Her guests are treated to
itstese circled 14 ith a butg self
Rose Nlarie's unusual array of
'linnet-ware. She collects china.
A major British video drama
She has live services of
and different services for eight.
Slavery was abolished in effort that eventually will be
seen here has
Christopher
there are special dishes for Brazil on May 13, 1888.
Plummer,Sir Michael Redgrave,
Valentine parties, Christmas
at

*9.4
.
•

•'
.4

•-•.e„,
•ittho

otelkilisfe6
24.

parties, Thanksgiving dinners
and the like. Included in her
collection are special dishes
shaped in cabbage- leaves for
cabbage delicacies and a,. fief
otplates in the shape of aspara-,gus.
They lend a festive touch to
Rose Nlarie's parties. The ac--taassecometliesuir beheves anything she can do to make her
home a merry place helps diminish the pangs of widowhood.
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A FASHION FABRIC BUY YOU MUST NOT MISS!!

V*.
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SURPLUS FABRICS FROM FAMOUS "VILLAGER MILLS ...
REGULAR '2.98 YARD 45" POLYESTER & COTTON NEW SPRING
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It's unbelievable, but now you can buy Exclusive Villager patterns in 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester Printed Knits ... at an unheard of low, low
Ever, yard guiraifteerfitifQuality, eveiffild cer
-iiPkbly machine washable, tumble dry-T-1111d bolts, abrand new Spring Patterns.

144.1.0h64'

II•Jr*

.:4*
*:
*$7,
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•

i149110.3,0:

:ger.

Hurry, for best selection! Only 1,000 yards at this low, low

4 1
:
4'0*

* Exclusive''Villager' Printed Knits
* 80% Cotton, 20% Polyester Knits
* Completely Machine Washable, No Ironing
Full Bolts, 4.5- Wide

* Come Early Monday for Best Selection
ay,

BUY DIRECT FROM AMERICAS FOREMOST MILLS AND SAVE 40%,
50%, YES, EVEN 60% ON FINEST DECORATOR FABRICS!!
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF YARDS - REGULAR $1.69 to $3.50 - FIRST QUALITY

DRAPERY FABRICS
Calling all thrifty Homemakers, Professional Decorators and dealers to visit our Drapery
Finest Quality Drapery Fabrics from such famous mills as "Riverdale", "Charles Bloom",
"Berkshire Hathaway", "Wellington Sears", "Covington" and man], Many others, and all
low price! Compare our Fine Quality, con_ware our Tremendous Seleetion, compare our
low price!
* Reg. $2.99 yd. 19/2 Ply Antique Super Satins
* Reg. $1.99 yd. Novelty Casements and Linens
-* Reg. $1.69 yd. 100% Dacron Polyester Sheers
* Reg. $3.50 yd. Jacquards, South's, Textured Solids
* Reg. $1.99 yd. 54" 100% Cotton Traditional Prints
* Reg. $2.99 yd. 70" Fiber Glass Mesh Sheers
* Reg. $3.50 yd. 100% Glass Casement Prints
* And Many, Many Other Fine Decorator Fabrics
EXTRA SPECIAL! Regular 69' Cotton

DRAPERY LINING
While 2,000 yards last! Ivory only, full bolts, First Quality!

Savings up to 60% on Famous Mills Decorator Fabrics! Every yard, every bolt of Finest Quality
Drapery Fabrics now selling at one low, low price, none higher. Now is the time to redecorate
your home!
:WI W. WASHINGTON

PARIS, TENN 4.SSLL
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Queens are Costly if Theft-611d Ships
By VELMA KRAUCH
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
WHEN COLUMBUS set sail
for the new world, legend has
it that Queen Isabella pawned
her jewels for the sake of a
ship. Today on the west coast,
a city was pawned --not jewels
but millions of dollars in tideland oil royalties- - likewise for
the sake of a ship.
The ship, the Queen Mary,
was purchased by the city of
Long Beach at the high-bidder
price of $3.45 million. Since
then conversion and land development coats have spiraled
to $42 million' Undoubtedly
marking her as the most expensive liner afloat in all history.
Her purpose at that price?
Hopefully, to become a rival of
the world renowned Disneyland
—as a major tourist attraction.
What Disneyland did for Orange
County—Lang Beach prays the
costly Queen Mary will do for
them, including providing an
Income for the city long after Two aft 0*am-turbine engines will be central themes of the
Queen Mary exhibit portion of th• 33-exhibit Museum of the Sea
the oil wells have dried up.
For a Queen who narrowly they will land on Earth (the blow coming when master lesescaped the scrap heap, her fu- water planet in possibly the see—Diners/Queen Mary— litture looms pretentious and wettest display ever installed erally abandoned ship, withgrand. Starting with a 31-year- aboard a ship--pools, ice, fog drawing from the project as a
old luxury liner—sailing it from and mist.
result of new corporate ownerSouthampton, England, around
Next they will be vicariously ship.
Cape Horn, to California—Long
• • •
transported undersea for the
Beach has resurrected the glamremainder of their visit as they
THIS was not the first time
or and legend of the memorable
move through Cousteau's wa- the Queen had been delayed beold ship.
tery world nf fish farms, under- cause of financing. Back in
• • •
the
sea cities, ke.3p forests, unusual 1930s, shortly after her keel
was
WHEN her gangway is lowsea creatures, unheard sounds laid, activity drew to a halt for
ered, visitors will be able to enand unseen views.
almost two and one half years
joy the illusion of a real ocean
It has taken more than three when the bottom dropped out of
voyage: machinery revolving to
years
to
complete
the
monumenthe British economy. But the
the accompaniment of recorded
tal conversion, a project never mighty Queen survived and
engine sounds; a "welcome
before
undertaken,
let
alone
on
went on to ultimate fame and
aboard" bon voyage ceremony
taking place and numerous nau- this gargantuan softie there were glory during her proud luxury
no
previous
plans
guidelines
linee-runa on the North -Atlantical display, to heighten the
by which to judge the extent Of tic andlikr gallant troop-carryrealism.
the
engineering
costs,
removal
ing days tifyitorld War II.
For the tour de force, noted
oceanographer Jacques - Yves of machinery and equipment,
"History repeats itself," insite
preparation
and
developCousteau has designed the Livsists loyal supporters, "and the
ment,
landfill,
mooring
facilities
ing Sea which marine authorQueen will reign again." Just as
ities refer to as "the most in- and installing a special mud Europe'*_ Wading astrolegiat, theballast
to
steady
the
-Queen's
teresting museum of the sea in
late Lady Mabel Forfeecueequilibrium.
the entire world."
Harrison, predicted of the Queen
• • •
Contained in the lower six
Mary when she was finally
decks of the Queen Mary will
CRITICS of the firoject in and launched in 1934: "Most of this
be 13 major exhibits devoted to around' Long Beach, al, well as generation will be gone, includth. pazt -present and future of I Sacramento, have raised vigor- ing myself when this event octhe worl4s ceans, touching on ous voices over the staggering curs, however, the Queen Mary
polio'
..ne quest for food. costs. During which time the will know its greatest fame and
Crops from the sea and focus- beleaguered Queen languished popularity, when she never sails
ing on the water planet- Earth. off the shores of Long Beach another mile and never carries
As visitors enter through a beset by labor strikes, rising in- another
paying
passenger."
tunnel, they will fly on a simu- flationary costs, sagging prices Which, according to the stars,
lated spaceship past the dry on salvage sales, and unexpected means Long Beach is well on
lands of nearby planets. Then structural changes. The final her way into orbit.

To Citizens 01 Murray And
Calloway County, Kentucky
The petition filed in the Calloway County Court Clerk's office in the name of Mr. John Cole, for
a local option election on the question of whether or not one is in favor of the sale of alcoholic
beverage in Murray Kentucky, has been brought to the attention of the Murray-Calloway County
Dry League and it is noted that there are several names on the petition that were not signed or
authorized by the persons whose name appears thereon. There are others who signed thinking it
was_ for reasons other than for the sale of alcoholic beverage. Obviously, many names appearing
on the petition are neither residents of Murray nor eligible to sign the petition.
As a service to the citizens of Murray, a list of the names on the petition is hereby published.
If your name appears on this petition and you did not sign it or authorize someone to sign for
you, you may appear before the County Court before March 10 and have your name removed
from the petition.

-The white stork is found
parts is( Europe. Asia
and Alrica. Tho'st that-nen
in Europe during the spring
and summer migrate southward
to Africa during the winter.
-Generally it is true that
they faithfully care for their
young. However, at times they
may act in a very hostile manner toward them.
--Once grown to adulthood
By PATRICIA MC CORM ACK was dedicated to Juno, a mother goddess, by the Romans. there is no evidence that the
NEW YORK (UPI) - One Juno was the goddess of fer- adult stork,is capable of recogof the most urgent questions tility and protector of women. nizing its parents. Therefore
that preoccupy little children Women who were -barren tfarre is no basis in fact that
is -"Mommy,where do babies prayed to her.
the younger storks take care
come from?
In the legends, according of their infirm elders.
Sigmund Freud said the ori- to the doctors, storks are billed
• -Their reputation for lifegin of babies "is the oldest as being warm, providing pa- long monogamy is also in quesand most burning question rental care, possessed of mari- tion. One researcher says in
that confronts immature hu- tal fidelity, filial concern and reality a stork is not very
manity."
fond of his wife and it is
longevity.
More often that not in un'In addition," they raid, doubtful he would recognize
enlightened homes, it's the fa- "they are'regarded as the har- her away from the nest.
ble of the stork that's to the binger of spring and the bringer
-As to the notion that the
rescue of the Mommies of the of rod luck. Storks are said same couple returns to the
world when the question first to be extremely devoted pa- same nest year after year, again,
rolls off tot's tongoe.
rents. Their offspring are said there is no corrobative data.
The stork fable, amusingly to remain very attached to
--The longevity issue also is
enough, seems to more com- them and, in turn, to take questioned by ornithologists.
pletely relate to the true bio- care of them -when they are Storks do not live to the ripe
logical facts of childbirth than aged and infirm.
old age of 70, no matter what
to infantile sexual theories,
"Their family life is said the story books say. One
two psychoanalysts reported to be characterized by connu- researcher reports that the oldat the annual meeting of the bial bliss. The faithful couple est ringed bird (a ring on his
American Psychoanalytic Asso- return to the same nest each leg) out of captivity was 19
ciation.
spring, after spending the win- years old. In captivity the
Drs. Marvin Margolis and ter months in a warmer cli- record is 24 years.
Philip Parker,of Detroit, Mich., mate.
"It must -be concluded."
gave, among other proofs, the
'If one spouse dies, the Dr. Marpliriiiid, "that the
.following:
other will remain single out overly - benign and human
'The stork is said to find of loyalty to the deceased imal.c..,actbc-Atik-ibiLL most
babies in caves, wells or ponds. spouse. Adultery is unknown people carry around with thlin
These are common symbols to the faithful couple. Seem- tells us more about people's
for the vagina and uterus in ingly--ww-s reward for their fantasies than it does about
particular, and mother-woman righteous life and as a conse- the reality of the lives of the
quence of living the good life, stork.
in general."
the stork is said to live to the
"For: the"iltork legend to
of,
the'
revolutionBecause
have become so fixed in man's
ary changes in child-rearing ripe old age of-'71Y
practices- in the past genera- lical three score and 10 year!: imagination as an explanation
of the Origin of babies, it must
tion, and especially with the Negative *labile.
be answering many complex
more frank and biologically
But what -is glossed over in psychological needs.
correct, explanations of con"Perhaps the stork fable can
ception and birth given these rose-colored views of the
stork
be
seen as another attempt by
are
negative
qualities.
to children, the use of the
"The stork is described in man to celebrate and affirm
fable of the stork has been
some legends as being, in fact, the regenerative life-force, pargradually declining.
a harbinger of ill luck," Dr. licularly as nianifested by woepsychoanalysts
"Yet," the
Margolis said.. "If she flies man,on the one hand.
reported, "the fable stilt is' over a crowd,one in the crowd
"Rut, on the other hand,
almost universally known at all will die soon. It is also said to deny and avoid facing his
levels of our culture."
that where the stork nests, one eventual ..death and ultimate
1/r. Nlargolis is director of of the lamas or a head of return to Mother Earth.the'
training
at
research and
cattle die..
I letrivit Psychiatric Institute,
''Ear friiiti being the model
J part of Wayne State linij;arent, tb. tork is, in thislo wash a blender, half
yersity Sehool of Nledicitie.
folklore tradition, desiTilYed as fill the jar with warm water
t•
their
hwing
I
being rejecting of its young.
and add a dash of detergent.
the stork my-th 6%1111 a •arict, X Danish Indic( says that every Cover and blend on low .speecl
dis
/r,..
tarp
ion..
I
of considerat
second y "Jr the stork throws for a few seconds, then rinse
.ilid Parke ilisco*ereil-that the one of it,
of the thoroughly. Leave the jar unide
-torts fable has
nest and
y-ear covered until completely dry.
o
aiTeilkallee et ell III
throws .an egg down"
Wipe motor base with a damp
whit.'
the
Stiwk Inc.' .11.1414.. film ills cloth.
in IA 11101
III•
„• * «
front lite eIk
. thom.
I
III 1000.
gists) in birelkind deniiiiistrate
you
want
4just a few drops
If
origins Cif the lit% th I hat the legend. It.i.e
of lemon, don t cut it in half,
Is 11%3111 hack b.
ha.l. III filet.
It). I )r, OA piety, it with a pointed
WI.- of A ntigua% . !lie .b .r1,
Is ,tiIr.
J11,1111'
hit.*
1

•Mommy, where . .. ?'

Analysts mull over
the stork-baby fable

*
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Yvonne Gibson
Janice Smith
Byron Sykes
L.,,L Rushing
Kenneth L Lamb
Jerry Hopkins
D. Ray McDaniel
D. Todd
R. Lassiter
Russell Lowery
Bill Mohinidro
Bill McKeel
D. W. Fox
Ralph Emerine
Steven Bindert
Mike Copeland
Dave Hager
Ronald Conner
Dan Meyer
'E. B. rennet
S. W. Thorpe '
Billy Edmonds
Nelson Garland
Bill Hugh Swift
Billy Joe Cooper
Johnny Crouch
Ted Darnell
Danny Underhill
C. H. Roberts
Doyce H. Morris
William B. Morris
Porter Farley
C. 0. Cunningham
Billy Thorn
Dane Elkins, Jr.
Freddy Hendon
Glen Harris
Orvis Fielder
Faye Fielder
Preston Orr
Robert Forsee
brooks C. Darnell
Morris Prescott
Carl Miller
Garvin Phillips
Harold Phillips
Earl Steele
B. C. Allbritten
Elroy Sykes
Carl Ray
William Diuguid
C. E. Cain, Jr.
'Bill Fair
Mrs. Bill Fair
Edward Phillips
Dale Outland
James E. Biggs
Joseph C. Williford
E. H. Lax, Jr:
CharWaliicReynolds
Robert LaMastus
David McMullin
Paul Lawrence
J. Ricky Ryan
George Hodge
Dickie Hodge
Will D. Thornton
Dorothy Phillips
Robert M. Miller

Paul Jerry Lee
Clarence E. Boren
James Hornbuckle
David Boyd
Clayton Garland
Ed Knight
Dwain Elkins
Billy Wilson
Ray Hill
William B. Harris
Gene Parker
Jake Barnett
James H. Spann
Clara C. Lee
Jackie Cooper
Ernest W. Phillips
James Collins
Maloy Collins
Evelyn Evitts
Mae cook
Leslie Thompson
Glenn Chambers
Oscar D. Turnbow
Ross C. Williams
Elizabeth Woods
Jerry Don Butler
Marshall E. Gilliam, Jr.
Barry William Drew
Jimmie L. Collie
Max Dowdy
Shelby G. Potts
Kenneth Cunningham
Keith W. Curd
Louis Greenfield
Ruth Bell
Peggy Scala
W. R. Rodgers
H. D. Barbsdale
Van A. Fiser
Van Childress
Philip Phillips
Carol W. Warren
Steve Smith
Andy Cain
Mike Mournorian
Bill Kraus
Jane Devine
Jan Cunningham
Luther Inmah
D. H; Ellis
Charles Shuffett
Mac McCuiston
pladys Jaco
Danny Lickett
Owen Wilson
Judy Walls
J. D. Grogan
P&rles Barnett
Arther Kinel
Bobby L. Atkins
Lloyd Todd
Jack A. Norris
Pat Hodges
L. A. Richarilson
Gerald.Mor
Phillip Nance
Bobby T. McCuiston
Joseph L. Paschall
James Payne

Teddy Beane
Clinton Pennington
Edwin Robinson
Nancy Sweeney
Dianne Hornsby
Josephine Watson
Ronald R. Prescott
Richard L. Dowdy
Glen Barnett
James H. Herndon
Juanita Herndon
Marguerite Harrell
Cecil Fitts
I. W. Farmer
George Dowdy
Lubie Roberts
J. D. Lassiter
Kim Wallis
Earl Ferguson
Jerry;Norawnfly
P. Parker
Fred Carroll
Franklin Carroll
H. Danner
James A. McConnell
Jerry McConnell
Gene Cohoon
F. H. Dibble
Edith Dibble
James Kelley
Lee Roy Barnett
NorVill.fate
Richard B. Scarborough
A. J. Kipp
Carlos E. Williams
William R. Van Meter
Joseph C. Williford
Alvin Brandon, Jr.
Carl W. Ellis
Bobby J. Rowelett
Eddie Clees
Jerry Hart
Skip Trevathan
Jimmy Robinson
Philip D. Lassiter
Donald G. Huges, M.D.
Janna Valentine
Leroy Todd
Paul Buchanan
Robert E. Johnson
Deana Alexander
Wendell Lovett
Parvin Jones
Ruth James
Cecil Orten
Donald Lawrence
H. R. Bryan
M. Garland
Alvin Cook
Mrs. Alvin Cook
Cloy Darnell
Hafford James
Billie Houaden
Laurie Tucker
Dennis C. Nall ,7
Macon Blankeip
Jackie Stubblefield
Robert V. Johnson
Jerry F. Thompson
--

We James
Billy Walker
Rex Parker
Robert A. Baker
John Herndon
Elic G. L. Cody
Harold D. Garner
J. D. Robinson
Calvin W. Overbey
Fred Herndon
Cecil Smith
Michael M. Riggs
Jim Rafferty
Art Moore
John A. Raymond
Bob Baar
D. Burdinckson
Billy Potter
Suzette Potter
.Hial
Aubrey Adams
Morgan A. McSwain
Ray Helm
Wm. Ye. Smith
Otos Stewart
Mrs. Jack White
Mrs. Ronald Wiley
Mr. Glenn Bumpous
C. C. Wallis
Wayne Sheller
Dorothy Sheiler
Franklin Robinson
Arvin D. Crafton
Mrs. Jack Persall
Billie Downing
Thomas D. Downing
Donald E. Jones
D. B. Hart
.
".N, William
N#Lon Larens
Howard Runyon
Mrs, Howard Runyon
Steven C. Jackson
Mrs. Angela Burkeen
Jan S. Stone '
John W. Colbert
Charles A. Homra
Arlene Seaford
Thomas B. Posey
Mrs. Thomas B. Posey
L. Charles Ward
Carol Collins
Ronald J. Norman
Pamela R. Werder
R. E. Reichn
johnsr/
R. E.
W. M.
Nancy i.5.S
ild Yarbrough
.canryDA.da
Dun
mscan
De'bbIrWafeh •
Tommy Carrico
Hobert Brandon
James Martin Wells
Ortell Norman
Bill Crouse
Billy W. Crouse
Rubin James

Eurie Garland
Glen C. Hodges
Pat Evans
Joe Phillips
Bryan Overcast
James M. Bockelman
Floyd Leon Arnold
Kerry D. James
Taz Garland
James Lee Darnell
Billy Darnell
C. W. Scott
Charles Sheeks
Jackie R. Hall
Cecil Lovett
Jiles Jackson
Dudley Burton
Nulie Snow
Paul Jackson
Men? Alexander
James E. Hughes

R. Hillman
Ronnie Underhill
James R. Hargis
C M. West
James Ray Ammons
Mrs. J. D. Grogan
Tommy Chrisp
Jim Old
Pete Waldrop
Cynthia Hart
Penelope A. Meade
Geneva Kendall
Regina A. Henctruta
Dot Wilson
Margaret Polly
Hilda Jackson
Lila Rushing
Virginia Buchanan
W. L. Polly
Cross Spann Ed Fenton
James Manning
Tommy Carroll
Kenneth Jac
Richard Mcuerter
John
W. tthard Klein
WiTham E. Maddox
bert Etherton
Wm. B. Taylor
Mary Beth Odle
Freddie Allgood
James Hopwood
Gary Nance
Kenneth Galkiway
Leon P. Miller
Tommy Todd
Velma Stubblefield
Roscoe Stubblefield
Edwards McPherson
Marie McPherson
Kathy Holmes
Virginia James
Owen l. Farris
William Knight
L.E. Clifford
Wanda Green
Roy A. Folsom
M. Morgan
Leonard C. Martin

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DRY LEAGUE
Steering Committee:

*

Chairman, Wayne M. Williams
Co-Chairman, Hoyt Roberts

Secretary, Buel E. Stalls
Treasurer, James Rogers
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EAL ESTATE FOR SALE

iHREE BEDROOM house on 40 INCH ELECTRIC Tappan
xtra large lot. Has full range. Priced reasonable. Phone
sement, furnace heat, plus a 753-3987
M8C
ree room garage apartment
nd large shop building. This
"NEVER USED anything like
Lace is locai.ed one block from
it," say users of Blue Lustre
spital and school. Will sell with
carpet cleaner. Rent electric
urniture or without.
M6C
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
HAVE the best supply of four
room houses ever. We have a
LUSTRE not only rids
autiful four bedroom split level BLUE
of soil but leaves pile soft
carpets
ith part basement with large
and lofty, Rent electric shamecreation room with fire-place,
$1. Western Auto, "Home
large living room, three baths, pooer
The Wishing Well."
of
M6
kange, dishwasher, large patio
eck,
k, two car garage. Located on
CLOTHING,sizes'from 10
ra large shady lot in Sherwood BOY'S
to 14. Phone 753-4729 after 5:00
orest Subdivision. Price has
p.m.
M6C
n reduced owner has left

for
lic

L

inty
or
rig it

]ring

?d.

La

ri
on

oE
wA
n UTIFUL four bedroom
use on Parklane. Has 2ki
ths, fire-place in den, carpet,
ining room, two car garage,
hnany many nice features priced
'tat $34,000.
ION KIRKWOOD we have a large
house ideal for large family. Has
oom upstairs large enough for
two or three rooms, central heat
:and air, carpet, two car garage.
!You will need to see this house on
•this beautifully landscaped lot.
IN CANTERBURY Estates we
;have a four bedroom which is
-exceptionally nice. Has den,
'large dining area, dish'washer,
:range, two car garage, entrance
hall with open stairs, patio and
:priced to sell.
ALSO IN Canterbury we have
itwo-3 bedroom bricks, One with
'dining room and double carport.
!Both have central heat and air,
carpet, two baths, fully insulated.
Owner will consider trading for
. something cheaper.
,IF YOU are considering buying
or trading it would be wise to do
so at once as materials are advancing fast, which means the
price of houses will have to takean advance soon.
1 WE HAVE just listed a large two
I bedroom brick on two acre lot on
the Lynn Grove Highway, ap-

i

I

ian

,ns

FOR SALE

I

i
ar

proximmtely -.two [AAA',.CRAM

Murray. It has central heat and
air-conditioning, extra nice
carpeting, two baths, fire-place,
dishwasher, extra large utility,
large enough for an extra
bedroom, has 20x40 workshop,
• carport. A well landscaped shady
lot. Not many likf this is ever
offered for sale/
If you have property to sell or
wish to buy see Hoyt or Ray
Robert Roberts Realty, 505
Mays:Street or call 753-1651 M6C
/
/BRICK HOUSE: three bedrooms,
two baths, fenced back yard,
75x210 lot. Possession April 1st.
Phone 753-2987
TF(

800 BALES Timothy hay, 70cents
Mfy
per bale. Phone 436-5875.
MOBILE HOME in beautiful
shape. 1968 model with regular
home carpet and air-conditioned.
Perfect for a small family. You
can't buy a new one to beat this.
Price, $3,700.00. Phone 753-6737
M61
after 5:00

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

INVITATION FOR BIDS
Sealed bids will be received by the Murray Board of
Education at the Board Office Building, Murray, Kentucky,
until 1:00 p.m. C.S.T. on Thursday, March 18, 1971, for the
furnishing of all labor, materials, services, and equipment
required to construct the Murray Vocational-Technical
School in Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be received by the
Superintendent of Schools of the Murray Independent School
District until the specified opening time.
Plans and specifications will be on file at the School
Superintendent's Office. Two copies of plans and
specifications and bid forms may be obtained from the architects, Clemmons and Gingles, 2111 20th Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee, by general contractors by depositing a
check made payable to Clemmons and Gingles in the amount
of $500.00. All deposit checks will be held uncashed until bids
are opened and contract awarded, after which they will be
returned to all except the successful bidder, if bona fide bid
has been tendered and plans and specifications are returned
in good condition to the architects within ten days after bids
are opened.
Murray Board of Education
Fred Schultz, Secretary.

ARISITIRRIMINIFINATRAMIIIMIRr

APPLICATIONS ARE now
being accepted for a nurse aide
,raining class to begin soon at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. Apply at Nursing Office.",
M12C
WANTED: MALE or- female.
Fire tower watch. Phone 7533087.
1TP
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
waitress, part time work. Must
be neat, efficient and free to work
week ends. Only A-1 need apply.
No phone calls. palonial House
,Smorgasbord,htivy.641 Nor,
th.
M12C
PE11MANENT POSITION,if you
he gardening or nursery exPerience. Full benefits to $350.00
monthly. Phone 247-1501.
M'1
E('RETARY, 20 hours week.
$160.00 month. Write and speak .
foriegn language helpful. Phone
247-1501.
M9C

FOR RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE "
MAINTAINENCE TRAINEE, to
MINIATURE SCHNAUZERS,six
ECONOMIC
AL,
APARTMENTS
$4500.00. Immediate need for
weeks, captivating personalities,
Impala,
CHEVROLET
kip
1963
and rooms to rent. For students
man with knowledge of airnon shed coats, $50.00 to $85.00.
and others. Near campus. Phone condition. 1957 GMC truck. conditioners and heating. ExPhone area 901-247-3345. Melody_7534646.
I3.easonable. 512 Rear South 12th,
March tIC
Ayre Kennels, Buchanan, Ten'behind.one's laundry. M8NC cellent benefits. Phone 2471501.
M9C
nesse*.
- -lir8F
TWO BEDROOM duplex, $745.00*a 1968 SKYLARK GS, 400 cubic
TWENTY JERSEY cows and month. $50.00 deposit/ Couple inch engine, Hurst four speed, MAINTAINENCE FOREMAN,
twelve Jersey heifers. Phone 435- preferred. No pets. Ste at 1601 Astro wheels, vinyl roof, mechanical background pipe
5285.
M8P College Farm Road or call_1-313-_ $1,400.00. Moog .4924612 after. fitting, welding with knowledge
of heaVy solutions.and pumps.
MDP 5:00 p.m.
2162.
.
•
Fees paid. Salary to $10,000.00
WHITE FORMAL, size 10 tall.
M9(
plus. Phone 247-1501.
Worn one time. Excellent con- TURNI
D UPSTAIRS one 1963 FILYMOUTH 6, four..-door,
dition. Phone 753-7511.
bedrop4
air- aew tires and brakes, 71 license.
apartment,
conditioned.
Water
and Good 'condition, $350.00. Phone CAR HOSTESSES wanted and
FIVE SILVERTOWN belted cafhlevision furnished. Couple 753-2695
part time cook. Apply in person
after 4:00 p.m.
Mb
tires, one new, never been used, i;referred. No pets. Phone 753K-N Root Beer,401
Four with less than 2,000 miles. 6850 after 5:00 p.m.
Sycamore.
M8C
M6NC 1969 DATSUN,2,000. New top.
See
G-78 15 inch, same as old 8.25 15
inch. Reasonably priced: Phone BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee at 1634 Hamilton or phone 753M9C
753-8609 after 5:30 pi,is.
M8 Apartment, unfurnished, two 8918.
F,ONOMY IN ACTION
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
KLH STEREO FM reciever, utility, and bath. Carpeted. AirNOTICE
LOS ANGELES 4UPI1-The
model 20 complete with two conditioned,dishwasher,
seperate speaker systems. refrigerator,stove, garbage ASSUME $18 00 a month city council Wednesday apGarrard record changer. A-I disposal. Across from Wesonew payment on small piano- aroved employment of an
condition. Rem oonitalia",ipticed. Nursing Home on ikraftb,.406 St. Leacitiai Music and T. V. .ittl adAtitionaladowitsisasativ e asoir
-.0t1
M9( Dixieland Center. 753-7575 TFC Stant In the 'Board: kit Public
Phone 753-6609 after 5:30 p.m. II,18 Phone 753-4974.
Works at an annual 'salary of
approximately 81100.
10x50 MOBILE Home, two
C FARMALL tractor. Good bedrooms, aiik•Cianditioned. Nice
The 9-3 vote came six days
/ miles from town.
condition. Plow, cultivator and location, too
the council ordered city
af:cr
Phone
901-642-5370
after
4:00
planter,$425.00. Phone 437departments to take "immediate
M1OP
M6C P.U.
4419.
and politive action" to effect "all
possible economies of operation"
Per
mil
Room
ONE
BEDROOM
apartment,
DUNCAN PHYFE couch. Good
in city government.
furnished
and
air-conditioned.
Benefit "
1
condition. Phone 753-2358
Day
M9I
Water and sewer furnished. All
Free Information
M81
PFANIUTS
10x48 TRAILER, two bedroom, electric. Phone 753-9741.
5LIMETIME4
completely furnished. Partly
A I,ALEN TINE
ONE
BEDROOM furnished Insurance
carpeted. Phone 753-3263 or 753WILL 6E'LO'
5086
753-4199
M9C apartment. Immediate oc(14 THE MAIL
cupancy. Air-conditioned; Agency
_‘1
,washers,
dryers
available
NEW MAPLE sewing machine
cabinet. Phone 753-8243 after 4:00 Zimmerman Apartments, South*
-frp.m.
M9C 16th Street. Phone 753-6609. MC

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE

McCONNELL

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of---Hughes Paint
Store

BY OWNER: Frame house with
three bedrooms, electric heat,
air-conditioned. Living room ONE 3,4 CHARLOIAS bull, three TWO BEDROOM furnished
years old. Phone 492-8459. 1M9C house, 317 Irvan Street. Phone J.
carpeted, ki block from campus.
H. Nix, 753-2617 or 753-3395 after
$12,000.00. Phone 753-4002. M9C
ANTIQUE DAMASCUS sewing 5:00 p.m.
M6(
machine, pedal type. Phone 753TWO STORY house with two car 5440.
M9C
HOUSE ON Cole's Camp Ground
garage, across from new high
school on Johnson Blvd. Four TWO PIECE beige living room Road. Last house on right before
bedrooms,itt baths, living room, suite, good condition. Phone 753-- you get to the church. Three
m9 miles from MSU. If interested 401 Maple St 753-3642
dining room, kitchen with built- 3450 after 4:00 p.m.
phone Mayfield 247-2539. M8NC
ins, large den with fire-place.
Phone 753-3058.
MI2( 1:2 HP MYERS deep well pump,•
SERVICES OFFERED
Jet and 20 gallon tank. Almost- LARGE MODERN room. Private
TWO BEDROOM brick with new, also 6 HP or 3 HP garden entrance, air-conditioned,
refrigerator, electric heat, grills, FURNITURE REFINISHING.
paneled kitchen and den on tiller, reverse. Phone 492mgp picnic tables, washers, dryers. All work guaranteed. Free
Concord Highway 2t,2 miles from 8535
Zimmerman Apartments, South pickup and delivery. Free
Murray. I4 acres with apple
orchard and garden space. City FENDER SOLID State amplifier 16th Straoi-Phone 753-6609. M9C estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753water. Phone 75.3-5447
M6I and control cabinet. $300.00.4March 31C
THREE
,
ROOM
furnished 3045.
Phone 753-2863 after 5:oo p.m.
apartment, newly decorated, new
M9C
BY OWNER: Four bedroom,furniture and drapes. (lose in, WILL
DO ironing in my hoy'. 20
three bath, large fully equipped NINE
REGISTERED Angus 507 North 4th. Rent reasonable. cents Per
piece. Phone 492kitchen includes; breakfast area, cows and three'Sinall registered Phone 753-6047.
&360.
Nur
seperate dining room, large heifers. Alpha Ford, 435-43E2 M5P
living room, 28x16 family 'room
TWO BEDROOM trailer, fur
with fire-place. Study or 5th
nished, air-conditioned,- 12x50, RAILROAD -WELDING and
WANTED TO BUY
wrought iron shop. East Maple
bedroom. Built in two car garage.
good location. Phone 753-3895 or
Street, across from Murray
Quality construction includes;
753-3482.
MI Lumber
Co., owned by Dan
gas forced heat, central air, dual WANT Ircluy a commercial
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
pane windows throughout, planer. Phone 753-4858 after
Phone 75.1-1.633.
APRIL7(
redwood
deck,
concrete 4:00 p.m.
M8F
driveways and walks. Large
corner lot; purchase adjoining
•
WANTED: SECRETARIA1, or
lots optional. Three minutes to WANT TO buy; logs and standing
The H & H Cycle Shop will offer stenographic
or
position
have
for
sale
timber.
Also
lumber for sale a 1967
new high school, five minutes to
BSA 650 cc babysitting. experienced. Will
MSU. Federal government and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill motorcycle. Hornet
model, Seria work full time. Phone 767employee being transferred, and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147. No "A-65NA5787-Y, to
MN'
satisfy a 3777.
TFC
must sell. 753-6949 for aplien on said motor vehicle for
pointment.
MI1C
repairs, storage aFicT A-Memories. Eolt
ALI, your home alterations
The sale will take place at our repairs,
CARD OF THANKS
remodeling, etc. new or
EXTRA NICE three bedroom
place of business located at 816 old. Free
estimates. Call 753I wish to express my sincere Coldwater
home. Formal dining robm, study
Road, Murray, 6123.
March 29NC
and additional clothes storage in appreciation for the many ex- Kentucky, at 9:00 a.m. on
March
garage All electric. Phone 753- pressions of sympathy in the 22, 1971. All persons interested
in
M8P death of my husband Thomas E. purchasing said vehicle may
Nance. Your understanding, submit an offer for
LOST & FOUND
same prior to
floral offerings and words of that tune.
FOR SALE OR RENT
comfort
will
always
be
LOST: WHITE male Pekingese.
rememIxTed. Thank you very
H & H Cycle Shop
Answers to name of Charlie.
1967 MODEI. HOUSE trailer, 10 s much.
Porter Hutchens, partner Phone 753-4707- or 75:1-8175.
4. air-..onditionea. electric heat
Mrs. Thomas E. -Dottie"
M8C
N11-6-13 Reword
NW' Nance
Phone 753-25&3.
IT('
-.
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Legal Notice

1

11/111MMT

General accused
Major tells of cover-up in service clubs corruption.

hanky-panky. "have disap"peared from the Army
files."
ST. MARTIN ALSO told
the senators of his contact
a beautiful Vietwith
namese woman, Madame
''the
Phoung-nicknamed
Dragon Lady." The same
woman was mentioned
prominently in 1969 during
previous congressional investigations into the same
area.
St. Martin said Mme.
Phoung wielded her influence with Gen. Cole to win
a contract to build a pleasure spa at the U. S. Army
headquarters base in Long
Binh, including a house of
prostitution. complete with
• a self-contained medical
inspection facility."

time they met Dec. 31,
1967-the day before Cole
ordered St. Martin out of
Long Binh.

WASHINGTON (UPI): An
Army major testified yesterday that he was fired
from his job amid rumors
there was "a price on my
head" because he tried to
disclose corrupt operation
of service clubs in Vietnam.
Senate investigators,
meanti me, accused the
Army of deliberately covering up evidence of
wrongdoing at the clubs,
"obviously because highranking officers were involved."
In backk-to-back appearances before the Senate Investigations Subcommittee,
Maj. Clement E. St. Martin
and the subcommittee assistant counsel, Lavern J.
Duffy. lodged the most serious charges yet at renewed hearings into club
and post exchange operations.

"SGT. MAJ. Wooldridge
said. 'You are the major
who is doing some snooping around Don't you know
you can get hurt?'" St.
Marlin said.
"What did he mean by
this?" interrupted Sen. Edward .1. Gurney (R.. Fla.).
"I imagine he probably
meant physically, sir," St.
Martin replies
Duffy testified that St.
Martin's documented
charges implicating Cole
and several others, as well
as a letter to headquarters
from Brig. Gen. Robert L.
Nshworth alleging club

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
4
5
6
7

ACROSS
1 Blaze
6 At what
place,
ii Schoolbook
12 Eagles' nests
14 Among
IS.Wanderer
17 Sun god
18 Cushion
19 Rescued
20 Suitable
21 Prefix not
22 Essence
vaigMerriment
2
24
3 Ravage
26 Decants
27 Man's name
28 Narrow, flat

IN ESSENCE, both men
charged that former Brig.
Gen. Earl F. Cole was so
deeply involved with businessman William J. Crum
that he not only shielded
Crum's illegal dealings
with service club managers
but also fired St. Martin
when the major confronted
the general' with proof of
wrongdoing.
In addition, St. Martin
said -he was told-of "a rumor in Saigon that Mr.
Crum had put a price on
my head" for refusing to
go along with the bribe and
payoff system flourishing
in the war zone.
He said he could have
made -810.000 weekly" and
had his pick of prostitutes
if he had joined forces with
Crum.
Ile also said that Sgt.
Maj. William Woolridge.
indicted two weeks ago
alon,g,y{ith 61- Sgt. William
1-11in Mut othitris on - corruption charges, had
threatened him the only

29 Devastation
Wad
31 Insects
34 Part of

35
36
37
38

Secre
agentstsove
Preposition
Number
Squander

ess
4
30
9 P
Firsin
hte
egi
measure
41 Lill up
42

The bathroom scale collects
its weight (if dirt and grime.
Therefore, wipe occasionally
with a sudsy sponge for
sparkhng appearance and clear
reading.

fruit
43 Hauled with
effort
45 Seesaw
47 Wear away
48 Besmirch
DOWN
1 Woman
2 Placed
3 Svm up

8
9
10
11
13
16
19
20
22
23
25
26

Pronoun
Eccentric
Sway
Pay attention
to
Be mcstaken
A state
(abbr )
Weirder
SWIM
Satiates
Egg shaped
Not affected
by feeling
Musicll
instrument
Dress
protector
Urges on
Number
Worked at
one's trade

000 0030 0000
000 00M0 0000
OCM 0O0000000
mom mom
om MUM OCIRM
MCM M00 000011
OM MOB OIBM 1110
00000 0011 010
mom gme 00
90mM 00003
01000013000 UO3
0000 OOMM 000
0000 00M0 000
28 Style of
piano
Hostelry
Thoroughfare
hor P"
Barracuda
Boarder

29
30
31
32
33

Schr
ioftferl vehicle
38
5 5W

39 Girl's
name
41 The sell
42 Confederate
genera(
44 Metric weight
(abbr )
46 Printer's
measure
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The Colonials
AN OCT°PU
0s.iC E.
STA1ZTED
C-AU014T ME.
\TO SQuEEZE ME . IT. SQUEEZED
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Murray Hi...
(Coatinued From Pare One

Unemployment
Shows Drop
Last Month

H. Glenn Doran At
Louisville Semina

,Murray High Is Rotary

Second Place
Award Winner

a

111

(Continued Prom Page One I

Winter Storm Teamsters VP
Hits Southern Counterfeiting
lains, Midwest

Arrested
Charge

leads on both sides which didn't
H. Glenn Doran, President of
'
.'
s
(La; Itthien gfutturraen
Last.
the Peoples Bank of Murray,
transportation coinSouth completely dominated
recently attended a two-day
were named as counterfeiter*.
By LAURENCE SUTTER
eition from the trucking inthe first quarter. They quickly
seminar in Louisville sponsored
Provenzano, Andretta
NEWARK,N. J. UPI)—A
and
and
airlines,
Plains
buses
the
Southern
dus[FY,
Christian
County
The
High
School
ran up a 10-3 lead, againt the WASHINGTON
president of the international Faugno were arrested gt
UPI— by the Small Business Ad- swept
beating
of
Gleesan
barges,
endured
emMidwest
the
river
regional honors (SaturIndians. By the end of the first Unemployment dropped in ministration.
Teamsters Union was arrested separate locations Friday
Division of the phasized that because of the another winter storm early
quarter, the score was 21-14, February for the second straight
This seminar was conducted in day 1 in the Dra
Friday as the mastermind of a without incident Secret Servide
State
York
government
while
in
New
difference
today,
First
Regional
High
School
South Marshall.
;
month, the government reported order to improve SBA's
ring which allegedly attempted to agents said.
only
restrictions,
storm-related
eight
and
regulations
counted
Benton caught up in the second Friday, but wholesale prices— programs to conform with the Spe h Festiva The students,
Friedman,
Angelo
and
Carltala
bills
counterfeit
$250,000
in
pass
England
cost
of
the
New
full
all
bear
of
deaths and
Coach Warren the railroads
quarter and managed to pull traditional harbinger of the cost bankers and small businessmen's direct
business in the tran- dug its way out of snow drifts and made plates to print coun- were arrested last Nov. 24 by
ahead. South start& the quar- of a week's groceries—saw their needs including the lending Dawson, claimed first place as doing
terfeit postage and food stamps. Seeeet Service agents in coorsportation field.
left by the last one.
ter's scoring as Sherman Cothran steepest climb in nearly 18 years. programs,
management well as a superior rating, by
Salvatore Provenzano, 43, of dinated raids in Jersey City, West
were
Trucks
highway
operate
warnings
on
Travelers'
a
performing Tennessee Williams' picked up two on a field goal.
The jobless rate fell last month assistance programs, and "The Case of the
provided, paid for the oosted from northeast New Hackensack, was taken in New York and Secausus.
System
Crushed
Trailing 23-14, the Benton Indians from 6 per cent
All six were named in a co
to 5.8 per cent of procurement programs.
maintained by federal and state Mexico to northwest Illinois as custody with two other men
Petunia."
picked up ten straight points
Through this exchange of inindictment here spiracy to "buy, transfer, recei
their
following
the labor force, and ada
governments
a
cost
rain
sleet
of
cut
hurtat
and
snow,
Murray High students under
before the Rebels could score ministration
Thursday in federal court. Three and deliver" the $250,000 in OD
officials
im- formation and ideas, the Peoples Coach Ron Beshear, took
home .freds of billions of dollars every swath through the nation's midagain. Benton hung on to a one mediately
a
Bank
better
will
position
be
in
other men were arrested last and $100 bogus bills and to cause
proclaimed it as
said.
'ss,
sear,"
he
section.
second
place
the
award,
with a
point lead to close the half, 36-35. evidence of economic
to be printed the stamps and
recovery. to utilize the services of the Small production of "The Birthmark," -User charges are paid, but not
Up to eight inches of snow November in connection with the
Benton's longest lead of the
Business Administration for the
bogus
$10 and $20 bills.
northern
operated
ring,
in
which
offset the cost. The piled up in central Iowa.
third period was three points. But most of the decline was benefit of its customers, a by Nathanael Hawthorne. Next sufficient to
addition,
In
New Jersey.
Faugno,
government
benefit
locally
from
airlines
heavy
to
snow
Moderate
stop
for
the
Christian
County
They held this advantage at the accounted for by teenagers and spokesman said.
Provenzano, Andretta, Angek
Announcement
the
arrests
cf
facilities
airport
investments
Wisconin
southern
•
from
extended
Players will be the state
end of the stanza, 48-45.
part-time workers, while the rate
and Carlton were charged witt
championship set for mid-April rovided at a ebSt of $21 billion. sin „and northern Illinois to was made in Washington by
The Rebels managed to pull for
family
breadwinners
Attorney General John N. Mit- actually making plates for the
pay
user
charges,
Kansas.
but,
and
too,
Colorado
They,
easteen
at
the
University
of
Kentucky.
ahead once during the final remained virtually unchanged.
An eight-inch blanket of new chell and here by U.S. Attorney counterfeit $10 and $20 bills, the
Christian County's Connie West :wain, the full cost is never
period. With 1:05 left, the South The labor department also
postage stamps and the food
snow shrouded North Platte, Herbert J. Stern.
and Larry Smith also captured recovered.
Marshall five was on top by one, reported that wholesale prices
Provenzano, who was also is coupons.
carriers do best of Neb., and six inches covered
water
-The
the
Actress,"
"Best
and
"Best
56-55. Benton went on a free rose by nine-tenths of one per
The conspiracy count carries a
Actor," awards as well. Making all," he went on. "Total in- Scottsbluff, Neb., early today. president of Teamster Joint
throw shooting spree however cent last month, the biggest inmaximum
penalty on each of the
Council
73
and
Local
560,
one
of
nation's
in
vestment
the
area
were
the
Many schools in
the presentation of a Paul Revere
and quickly ran up a five point crease since July, 1953. Coupled
New Jersey's largest, is the other three counts of counfacilities
waterways
their
snow
and
because
Friday
of
closed
silver
bowl
to
each
was
Dr.
Ray
lead.
with a boost of seven-tenths of
brother of Anthony "Tony Pro" terfeiting is 15 years in prison and
The Rebels were unable to one per cent recorded in January, Four traffic collisions were Mofield, Ozho wished them well at comete $14 billion. Yet, the barge drifts.
Provenzano, former local 560 a $5,000 fine.
charges."
user
lines
pay
no
thunderstorms
and
I.ight
catch up before the final horn and the figures strongly indicated investigated by the Murray the state contest_ The school
Railroads, he said in com- showers covered central Illinois official who was released from
took home a three point loss, 63- that inflation is not yet under Police Department on Wed- trophy, topped by Hollywood's
the federal penitentiary at SEOUL, Korea I UPI 1—The
60.
nesday and Thursday. No in- Oscar figure, was donated by the parison, acquire and operate and Missouri. Three-quarters Lewisburg, Pa.,
control.
a few months South Korean government anmainright-of-way,
own
their
Springfield,
pounded
inch
hail
State
University
David Davis took top scoring
juries were listed on the reports Murray
ago after serving an extortion nounced today it will commisDepartment of Communications, taining them at a cost of about 1.3 Mo., this morning.
honors of the game with 27 points. Farm prices showed the filed by the officers.
sion two chewing gum firms to
In the Northeast, winter sentence.
Sherman Cothran
Thursday at one p.m. vehicles of which Dr. Mofield is chairman. billion dollars a year.
of South biggest gains.
manufacture a new flavor laced
Armand
Faugno,
56,
of
standpoint,
appeared
operators
tax-paying
From
a
resort
Marshall was second with 20 The jobless rate among persons involved in a collision on He also serves as First Region
railroads spend 20 pleased with their overgenerous Englewood Cliffs, N.J., was with ginseng, an herb which
markers.
seeking fulltime work was about Chestnut Street were a 1962 manager for the Kentucky High he said, "the
named as Provenzano's right- many Orientals believe inper cent of their revenue for supply of snow.
The Indians hit 40 per cent of unchanged in February at 5.4 per Chevrolet two ton owned by the School Speech League.
hand-man in the ring in the four creases sexual potency.
taxes
expenses
and
costs,
other
spokesman
Holiday
A
at
Certificates
will
be given to
their field goal attempts, on 24 cent. Also virtually unchanged City of Murray and driven by
count
indictment.
basic
right-of-way.
the
relating
Mountain
Catskills,
to
in
asked
the
out of 61. Fifteen out of 25 free was the rate for adult men, 4.2 Willie Woodrow Dunn of Murray seven students as members of the
The other men, identified as
shots gave them 60 per cent from per cent, and for married men, Route One, and a 1965 Chevrolet "All-Star Cast." In addition to Buses speria7 percent. common if the ski center was operating
capacity, said, "What -supervisors" in the ring, were
the line.
3.2 per cent.
four door station wagon driven by West and Smith, they are: Mary c- arrier trucks 5.1 percent, the at
percent and the capacity? We can always Thomas Andretta, 33, of
South ha 25 out of 50 from the
Wilda Gene Lovin.s of Murray Earle Winter, Dan Tinsley, and airlines 3.3
put a few more on the slopes.- Hasbrouck Heights, N.J., and
Jill Shroat, all of Murray High, barges nothing.''
among Route Five'.
floor for 50 per cent. Eleven out of Unemployment
it
all,
solution
A
possible
to
New York state _ reported Stephen Angelo, 39, of Secausus,
teenagers
declined
Kraick,
and
from
and
Dawn
Nobel
17.6
per
15_free shots gave the Rebels 73
Police said Dunn was pulling
Gleeson-'pointed
out,
will
be
eight
deaths, four caused by N. J.
cent
to
16.7 per cent, and among into the lane of traffic off of the Noel of:Christian County. Judge
per cent from the stripe.
Wayne Carlton, 43, of North
Tomorrow, the Murray High persons seeking only part-time parking lot of the Peoples Bank'for the event was Professor -some kind of national policy vehicles stalled in drifts. At
Tampa; Fla, and Jack Friedwhich
would
eventually
regulate
died
six
near
persons
least
work,
from
9.2
per
Lawrence
the
Murray
Suffill
cent
of
to
8.7
per
Tigers and the Benton Indians
onto Chestnut and collided with
Montreal _after the worst .24- man, 35, West Paterson, NJ.,
Depart- all types of transportation."
dash for the- District Cham-- cent.
the_Lovins car going west on State Communications
_
_
"This must Coin
- e —or t e hour'
, snowstorfri— ever.
hit
ment.
pionship.
Chestnut Street.
The wholesale price index rose
motorist
average
is
going
to
be
Canada's
largest city.
-..The
First
Regional
egional
SCORING
Damage to the car was on the
last month to 112.8 per cent of the
Officials in Montreal said the
Speech Tournament will continue -driven off the nation's highways'
Murray High (611—Alexander
•
1967 average.'That means it cost' right side, but no damage was with debate, discussion, and duet .'lie said.
dig-out would take ten days and
14, Hale 15, McCuistort -11, Jones
reported to the-truck.
•
$112.80 last month to buy the
cost 2 to. 3 million dollars.
10, Williams 11.
Main and Tenth Streets was the acting set for March 13 on the
same assortment of wholesale
a comprehensive study of the
Throughout New England,
Calloway
County
(59
scene of the Thursday 3:40 p.m. Murray campus. All individual
goods-that could have been obsnow
blowing
winds
speech events will be held at railroads' position is being made, high
Chapman 3, Roney 14, Crawford
collision
between
a
1968
tained for $111.80 in January,
he said, by America's Sound continued to make highway
Murray
finals
March
in
a7.
State
14, Kline 2, Rushing 19, Sears 7.
Plymouth
two
door hardtop
$109.70 a year ago and $100 a little
Transportation Review clearing difficult.
driven by Michael Ferrel all three categories are slated for
more than three years ago.
Organization ASTRO) and from
the
of
University
Kentucky
Benton (3)—Owens 2, Davis
Notgrass of Barlow and a Merwhich a number of recom27, Thompson 5, Durham 16,
cury four door hardtop driven by I.exington campus, in April.
ini•ndations already have been
Nearly
20
schools
part
in
will
take
Willet 1, Brien 12.
Grant Alan Kodman of 1503
some or all of the meets at made.
South Marshall (801—Cothran
Glendale Road, Murray.
I ne involves a new look at
FLINT
SPEAKER
20. Reed 8. Darnell 17, Smith 12,
Kodman, going south on 10th Murray.
transportation
existing
Rev. Brownlow Hastings of Street, came to Main Street and
Slack 3
regulations.
the Home Mission Hoard will pulled out in the lane ot the
Mrs. Ethel Geurin was claimed
•• ries would tree the railroads by death
speak at the Flint Baptist Church Notgrass car going east on Main
Friday at 2:45 p.m. at
past."
Iron
of
the
restraints
Woman of Woodcraft
on Tuesday, March 9, at seven Street. according to the police
the Methodist Hospital ir
Rotarians.
the
Gleeson
told
Woman of Woodcraft Court No. p.m. as a part of the observance
Memphis,Tenn.She was 74 years
report. Damage to the Plymouth
728 will meet Monday, March 8, of the week of prayer for home
"Ihey were a monopoly then, but of age and her death
was due tc
was on the front end and to the
at seven p.m. at the Woodmen missions The public is invited.
this no longer is the case. At the complications
following an exMercury on the right side.
bin ding for its regular meeting.
same time, all forms if-tran- tended illness.
Cars involved in the accident at
a*WASIIIM41FON 'CPO: A
sportation would be treated with The deceased
was the wife of
6:45 p.m. Thursday on U. S. Hightreass
2Tyear-old girl died of an
iin even -hand."
Kenneth Geurin who died Ocway 641 North were a 1967 Old- apparent overdose of methattempt
regulations
to
Existing
tober 9, 1961.
adone Tuealay after she
smobile four door owned by
treat each transportation in
found a bottle of the pink.
Survivors are four daughters,
Edwin H. Gregory. and driven by
dustry separately and not as part Mrs. Joe tBeneva
sweet-smelling liquid her
1 English of
David Hayes Gregory of Benton
parents were using to aid
of a balanced transportation Briensburg, Mrs.
Shirley Enoch
Route Nine, and a 1968 Dodge two
their withdrawal from hersystems, the ASTRO report was of Union City,
Tenn.. Mrs. Walter
door hardtop owned by Robert C. oin addiction, police reportquoted.
t Dot Paschall and Mrs. Maynell
Cone and driven by Robert Keith
ed.
Haley, both of Memphis, Tenn.:
Latanya Sharon Wilkins.
Cone of Benton Rgute Two.
As a result, one product may be
daughter of Joseph and
four sons, Ralph and Huh
Police said both cars were
when
regulated
moved
by
rail,
Madeline Wilkins, was adGeurin of Hamilton. Ohio, and
going south when Gregory had to
mitted to a hosaital last regulated when moved 'by
Bobby' and Fred Geurin.
stop for traffic in front of him.
Thursday and had been in common
carrier
truck, Other
survivors include two
Cone could not stop in time to
a coma since. authorities Unregulated when moved by
avoid hitting the Gregory car in
svid. Mrs. Wilkins awoke contract truck, unregulated when sisters, Mrs. Mary Rogers of
Calvert (-its.' and Mrs. Marie
from a nao to find Latanya
the rear, according to the police
in a coma and the empty moved by barge and regulated Housden of Fairfield, Ohio; three
report.
methadone bottle on a when moved by airplane.
brothers, Fred Phillips of
Damage to the Gregory car
To -end this confusion and
ne30-e• table
was on the rear end and to the
Police said the girl's imbalance, the ASTRO study Montgomery, Ala., Brent Phillips
of Des Moines. Iowa, and J. T.
mother had hidden the group has recommended
Cone car on the left quarter
that the Phillips.
small bottle for methadone,
panel.
existing separate regulatory
Funeral services are ina synthetic &int to help
Wednesday at -2:15 p.m.
heroin addicts rid their agencies be abolished and a complete. The Max Churchill
vehiclesinvolved in a collision at
RAKE JP REAL SAVINGS
craving for the stronger single new agency be established- .Funeral Home will have
North 18th and Highway 121 were
charge
in a stereo cabinet. -tune that would regulate-all areas of
the arrangements.
IN OUR FALL FASHION CLEARANCE a 1967 Pontiac two door con- drug,
Both parents had been us- of transportation fairly and efvertible owned by Danny Taylor
ing the drug since last May ficiently.
Now You Know
.and driven by Glenna Kay Taylor. after it w s prescribed by a
Introducing Gleeson was
local drug addiction treatof 1607 Catalina Drive, Murray,
By United Press International
Overbey,
George
Ed
the
program
ment renter
St. Paul, Minn., originally
and a 1967 Chevrolet '2 ton pickup
chairman for the day.
was known as "Pig's Eye."
iriven by Donie D. Dycus of 923
North l&h Street, Murray.
Police said Dycus was backing
out of his driveway and collided
1 Group famous Name Bands
with the Taylor car going north
From The
on North 18th Street.
Damage to the car was on the
•-•
1 Group of
left side and to the track on the
right rear.
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.1
•
By United Press International
does
1 Group of
ANKARA, Turkey Larry J.
Heavener, one of four U.S.
his own
servicemen kidnaped by Turkish terrorists, in a note sent to
1 Group
an Ankara new4paper:
MADISON, WIS. (UPI):
-Help us,. I want to live."
The University of Wiscon1 Group
sin is considering opening a
LOS ANGELES—City Councoed dormitory with men
cilman Robert M. Wilkenson on
& $500
and women living in altereasy to spot the wise
the council's decision to defend
ROTH
nate rooms
man who takes his return FEDERAL
police officers indicted in the
The impetus for the plan
to 11 & R BLOCK He's
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By The Police
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SERVICE
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SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Mrs. Geurin
Dies Friday

Anti-heroin
drug kills
2-year-old girl

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

CITIZENS
for
COMBS-CARROLL
Present

An Evening With
Combs-Carroll
•

Drastic
Reductions!

SPORTSWEAR

ACT III

1/2 price

1 3 OFF and LESS than COST

ROBES

'5 to '7

SWEATERS

'5 to '10
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may lead to
coed dorms

COME TAX

Gov. Goats
Buffet Dinner Tickets
on sale from Ron Christopher
Phone 753-1262 WOW Bldg.
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Bert Combs
Julian Carroll
Pres. Harry M. Sparks
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